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CONCLUSIONS 
THE THEORI~S OF LITERARY GENIUS 
With the e,;rer increasing demand in education for 
the recognition of the individual rather than the group ~ 
it is remarkable that no attempt has as yet been made to 
formulate specifi cally the fundamental truths undez•lying all 
of the theories of the natu1•e and origin of literary genius , 
as a problem of specialized ability$ Interest has centered 
so largely upon subnormal and abnormal mental phenomena that 
the laws underlying the development of special talent have 
in their entirety been somewhat neglected and misunderstood .. 
Many discussions of the various theories _lie scattered up and 
down the long shelves of our l i braries : here a paragraph in 
a text book on Psychology or an interview with a writer o:f 
note , there a learned treatise upon Genius As an Epileptoid 
Variety of Degeneration. Beyond these indi vidual theories 
and distributed :rragi!llents there is little or no effort made to 
correlate , compare , a_nd we i gh all the evidence presented by 
the different psychologists and writers • . 
In this thesis , therefore , an attempt has been made 
to estimate the theories of genius - especially in the field of 
literature - and to determine , if' possible , some of the prac-
tical aspects of the problem. I t must be clearly understood , 
however , that no attempt has been made to cover the whole field 
of geni us . On the contrary, certain theories of that f'ield 
have been more or less arbitrarily selected, mainly on the 
2 . 
ground that they yield fruitful results to psychological 
met!ods of investigation in the field of authorship. It is 
recognized also , that many of the theories of genius have 
not yet been fully de1veloped and it is hoped that the present 
discussion will lead to an appreciation or the need for greater 
investigation in the field of special native ability. It is 
hoped also , that when the import~nce of hard work in its 
relation to literary creation is appreciated, the bewildered 
student who may know little of contemporary psychology, may 
be stimull:tted to grea.ter and better l i terary production. Thus , 
the whole presentation of this discussion is based upon the 
statement and analysis of the theories of genius from the time 
of the Ancients to the present day, '.lpon the study and comparison 
of individual and group cases already tabulated by Galton , 
Lombroso , and others , and upon some personal investigat on of' 
th methods of litera.ry men and women of the present . 
It is necessary at the beginning of such investigation 
to admit the difficulty of the problem presented . An exact 
knowledge of its unfathomed nature and origin is st 11 wrapped 
more or less securely in its alluring bud , for no one has been 
able to de.fine with any great degree of accut•acy just what is 
meant by genius .. Men rarely agree as to what constitutes genius 
and sometimes only after the sifting out process of many years 
is it recognized in a.n author .. 
WHAT IS GENIUS? 
Nevertheless , in spi te of vague terms and meaningless 
nomenclature , the term ''genius " does imply that man is often 
3 . 
possessed of some exalt•3d 6 supreme native endowment , which 
cannot be attributed to the ordinary working processes of the 
mind .. According to i'lebster ' s definition, "It is t he spirit 
of the mascul. ne enel'gy or virility of a man with whom i is 
born and dies . The mental endowment peculiar to an indi vid-
ual - that disposition or aptitude of mind which qualif es a 
person for certain k:Lnds of active or special success in a 
given pursuit 11 He adds , also that , ''genius is extraordinary 
mental superiority, uncommon native intellectual power , and 
highly original power of invention." The great difficulty of 
getting behind the many theories of genius and finding out one 
satisfactory explanation of it forces us then, to the conclu-
sion that we know little about it . We are forced to admit also , 
that the standard of genius is not the same in all places or 
all ages . There are many men who are real geniuses regardless 
of the world ' s opin on of them and there are men who are lauded 
by the world who are in no sense men of genius. Moreover , the 
literary genius is almost never able to give an account of h i s 
own mental processes because he deals with immaterial things 
while all the rest of life is in touch with material objects . 
In fact , Doctor Willia~ Hirsch in discuss ng the 
PSYCHOLOGY OF GENI US maintains , that , "the word genius does not 
express any one psychological concept . Nobody has succeeded in 
giving a pregnant definition of the qual ty or is likel to do 
so . Since learning that psychical processes are subject to 
definite la··"~ ", Doctor Hirsch continues , "psychology has made an 
effort to determine the law of the mental processes of genius 
4 .. 
and to frame a de:f"in:f.tion that should take into account .facts 
which are now scientlfically established . Many attempts have 
been made to explain what genius is and how it is produced but 
it is evident that here one is dealing with the most diverse 
psychological conditions - all given the title or genius." 
Perhaps , no psychologist has given a better de.finition 
or native ability than has Sir Francis Galton. He says, "By 
natural ability I mean those qualities of intellect and dispo-
sition which urge and qualify a man to perform acts that lead 
to reputation. I do not mean capacity without zeal , nor zeal 
without capacity, nor even a combination of both of them without 
an adequate power of: doing a great deal of' laborious wol"k . But 
I mean a nature which, when left to itself' , will , ul:"ged by an 
inherent stimulus , cl1.mb the path that leads to eminence . " 
I • GE:NIUS AND TALENT 
From the testimony of' such scientists it is evident 
also , that genius is not only very difficult to def ne but t hat 
the distinction between genius and talent is made only with the 
greatest difficulty . James Russell Lowell once said that, 
"Talent is that which is in a ma.n 's power ., genius is that in 
whose power a man is ." The New International Dictionary attempts 
to throw even more light on the matter , for in it Webster says, 
"Genius and talent are sharply distinguished , as exalted , often 
sup1 .. eme native endowment , in contrast with a. high degree of me:re 
aptitnd : as original c1 .. eative power , frequently working through 
the imagination, in contradistinction to a faculty for effective 
5 . 
dealing with existent material , - as the intuitive and spontaneous , 
in opposition to the merely di~ciplined and trained J as the 
inexplicable , unanalyzable and as it were inspired , over against 
what works in the main by rule and line . " 
Certain men of science , however , take issue with 
such a distinction between talent and genius ~ For example, 
1 . 
T. Sharper Knowlson believes that , "The genius is really a man 
i n whom soma power (or powers) is raised to a standard of working 
far in excess of that which is found in men of talent . But he 
has no "faculty" which might be called an "extra" . w<fHHf-**We have 
tried to prove that genius is superlative excellence of thought 
or action in one direc·tion - sometimes more than one . It is not 
a sort of mental sixth sense , or a clairvoyance of intellect: 
it is intellect as we knOY/ it raised to the highest degree in 
some particular form of expression. 11 
This idea that genius i s only a more highly developed 
form of ta.lext; is also believed in by George Henry Lewes , who 
attempts to explain th~:l relation between genius and talent in 
2 . 
this way . "Literature in its vast extent includes writers of 
different classes . ·:t-*·:}*·::!·The Primary Class is CC'>11posed o.f the 
born seers - poets , ph: losophers , discoverers~ The Secondary 
Class is composed of men less puissant in faculty, but genuine 
also in their way, who travel along the paths opened by great 
originators , and also point out many a side - path and shorter 
cut . They reproduce and vary the materials furnished by others , 
but they do this not a:3 echoes only, they authenticate their 
tidings , they take car~~ to see what the discoverers have taught 
1 . Originality pg . 64 
2 9 The PrinclplAs of success in Literature 
6 . 
them to see , and in consequence of this clear vision they are 
enabled to arrange and modify the material so as to reproduce 
new results .. The Primary Class is composed of men of genius
1 
the Secondary Class of men of talent . It n~infrequently 
happens******that the man of talent may confer a luster on 
the original invention: he takes it up a nugget and lays it 
down a coin .. 11 
Grant Allen, in speaking of the distinction between 
genius and talent fur 'ther emphasizes this idea that genius 
is but talent more highly developed when he s ays, "ft is really 
a distinction without a difference . I suppose there is probably 
no subject under heavon on which so much high- flovtn stuff and 
nonsense has been taUced and written as upon this well-la1own and 
much debated hair- 3plitting discrimination **~~~I won ' t 
dogmatically assert that talent and genius are the same thing : 
but I do assert that g,en 11s is simply talent raised to a 
slightly higher power :. it differs from it not in kind but 
merely in degree : it is talent at its best. There is no drawing 
a hard- and- fast line of demarcation between the two .. **{~Genius 
is only the culminating point of ordinary cleverness .. ****The 
genius only differs fr•om the mn of ability as the man of ability 
differs from the intelligent man, and the intelligent man from 
the worthy person of sound cownon sense . The sliding scale 
of brains has infinite gradations , and the gradations merge 
ins:e.ns ibly into one another . There is no gulf , no gap , no 
1 . The Recipe for Genius - pg. 329 
sudden jump of nature . 11 
Mr . Allen ' s discussion is so stimulating and so 
logical that whether CJne entirely agrees with it or not he 
turns with interest to the position assigned to talent by 
1 . 
Mr . Lewes when he says , "Talent holds a very subordinate position 
in literature to that usually ass igned to it . Indeed ~ a cursory 
inspection of the literat1we of our day will detect an abundanc 
of remarkable talent -· that is ~ of intellectual agility~ 
apprehensiveness ,~~ wit , .fancy arrl power of expression - which 
is nevertheless , impc•tent to rescue "clever writing " from 
neglect or contempt . Talent is unreal splendour : for the most 
part mere intellectual fire works . 11 
·From the authorities already cited it is evident that 
genius and talent are easily con.founded because the line that 
separates them is so indist i nct am of necessity very difficult 
to define ~ I t is evident also , that all authorities agree that 
genius is a more exalted fo~m of native endowment than is talent ~ 
but it has not been clearly proved that genius and talent are 
not varying forms or expressions of the same faculty . Just ae 
a cauliflower is sometimes facetiously said to be "a cabbage with 
a college education11 though still a cabbage at heart , so genius 
may be called supreme talent , or talent that has been educated . 
2 . 
"Thin talent , i.f it sweats , can run a race with genius 11 , saye 
Charles s . Brooks , and it is this point that I am hoping to prove 
in the discussion of theories which follows . I shall attempt 
1 . Principles of' Success in Literature 
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8. 
also to point out tha.t both genius and her little sister 
talent are determined. by heredity, by environment , and by 
sex: and that both are native capacities involving instinct, 
imagination, perception of analogies , and the ability to 
concentrate It will be evident , however , that talent , 
though a native ability, must be developed by hard work. It 
is significant to note in this connection that a man of talent 
who works hard to increase the small amount of ability with 
which nature has endowed him, often outstrips on the field of 
honor his brother with genius who has either been lacking in 
training or education, or who has failed to make the best use 
of his abilities . 
The theori~,s of literary genius go back to ancient 
times when men were involved in deep metaphysical discussions 
as to whether genius was servile imitation - Plato ' s theory 
of imitative natu~alism - or merely representation - Aristotl~s 
theory of selective or• idealized imitation. Since this 
speculative criticism of the ancients may be traced through a 
series of conceptions which have a more or less important 
bearing upon the mode:r•n scientific investigation of the problem, 
it is my purpose to develop them at some length later in this 
thesis .. 
II. SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF GENIUS 
First , hov1ever , it seems advisable to call attention 
to the fact that any ::1tudy o:f the theories of literary genius 
is a scientific study and belongs to the bealm of modern 
9 . 
scientific investigation ~ The task of science deals not a t 
all with values but aims simply to ascertain the truth, to 
discover facts underlying theories. Thus any attempt to define 
and interpret the phenomena of human activ ty is a scientifin 
attempt and the study of genius is a scientific project . In this 
regard then, this discussion is a scientific study. Meanwhil , 
if the history of the theories of genius is traced, it is found 
that the scientific attitude has emerged very slowly from a 
confused mass of ideas ~ Only recently has psychology become an 
experimental science and only in modern times has the basis for 
ratings of ability beten scientifically ascertained . It is in-
teresting to note , therefore , that recent conclusions in regard 
to the origin and nature of literary genius have been based upon 
carefully tabulated h:tstorical or experimental data from living 
subjects . 
For example , in Genetic Studies of Genits, three 
hundred one individual cases of unusual ability were carefully 
investigated and the data assembled as a result of the investiga-
tion amounted to some six thousand pages of typed material , or 
an average of about twenty pages for each subject. The intelligence 
quotient that would correspond to the recorded facts wqs then 
estimated by three doetors (Dr .. Cox, Dr .. Merrill , and Dr. Terman) 
who were well- fitted .:'or the task because of their intimate 
knowledge of mental test standards .. The essential validity of 
the conclusions reached by them cannot be qu.t~stioned . 
Arthur Sullivant Hoffman obtained written replies 
from one hundred and sixteen authors in regard to their own 
10. 
processes of creation and combined the material in his book 
called FICTION WRITERS ON FICTION WRITING . To the student 
investigating the nature and origin of literary talent and 
genius this book is of greatest scientific value since it 
reports , in the wordfl of the successful wri ters themselves , 
their own interpretation of theil~ ability: and the cont1•astecl 
and collective cases form the background for deduct i ons o:f 
unusual value o; 
Not all the scientific investigations are of r·ecent 
origin, however , for as long ago as 1869 Francis Galton in 
writing the preface for his HERlilliTARY GENIUS said , " I made a 
curso1•y examination into the kindred of a boutJ 400 illustrious 
men of all periods of' history, a.nd the results were such, in 
my own opinion, as completely to establish the theol .. y------...... 
Thereupon I set to work to gather a large amount of carefully 
selected biographical data--·· --.. I also attaclted the subject 
from many different sides and sometimes with very minute 
inquiries , because it was long before the methods I finally 
adopted were matured " 
OstVIald points out in his GROSSE MANNER that , although 
statistics have been widely used in investi gating the biological 
problems of genius and psychological studies of individual men 
of genius have also been compiled in the statistical manner , 
the two methods ought to be united . Upon this psychological 
study of a group of geniuses much valuable data woulc, be obta1ned 
tor building a scientific stud.y of all the various aspects of 
literary psychology. The only problem then woulC. be in over-
11 
coming the difficulty in getting such material together and 
giving it its proper valuation 
Moreover , there are impo1•tant l"'easons for acute 
observation and insight into the study of genius . Upon our 
solution of the riddle of literary genius depends our methods 
in education of conserving the ability of our children and the 
increasing of the production of our significant and vital 
creative work in literature . 11The study of the heredity, 
native gift s , ai"..d kinds of education that have most contributed 
to advance those who in the past became the ablest citizens 
of our world has long been recognized as a means of throwing 
consider~ble light upon the conditions which may be expected 
to produce and foster genius in our time and hereafter. 11 
{Quoted from the Introduction of GENETIC STUDIES OF GElHUS . ) 
In the past we seem to have failed utterly in under .... 
s tandi ng the nature of genius because we have attempted to 
explain it as measured in terms of intellect alone or in terms 
o:f the physic.al alone .. A study of the theories of the 
development of li tera1•y ability may, then, lead to some con-
clusions based upon eL combination of both of these methods 
which will help to foBter the genius already at hand . 
III . DETERMINATION OF GENIUS 
It is necessary , therefore , at the outset to enter 
into a discussion of the determination of genius , and by 
genius I mean talent also . Already I have mentioned that these 
phenomena seem to be determined by one or all of three factors: 
12 
by heredity , or environment , or sex ~ The exact part played 
by any of these fRctors, however , is still little understood 
although the psychologists have endeavored with the evolut=:.onists 
to examine and evaluate the contribution of each. The resulting 
conflict of opinion among the specialists is confusing to the 
seeker after the truth, who is himself aware of the difficulty 
of exactness in deal:tng with matters of infinite variations 
and subtle shadings when each individual genius seems a law 
unto himself . In view of the enormous complex! ty of mental 
processes , therefore , it is well to realize that progress in 
det~rmining the exact nature and origin of genius must inevitably 
be slow , and that one must be content to feel his way to the 
scientific laws of the future . The best that can be done is to 
treat each of these factors separately and to give a summary 
of the findings of the exponents of each factor . The resulting 
comparison and contrast of the opinions of authorities may have 
some little value . 
A ~ HEREDITY 
The emphasis of Darwin and Spencer on the importance 
of the study of origb1s prepared the v;ay for the early contr•ibu-
tion of Galton , who made the first significant , quantitative , 
and comparative examination of the data of the genesis of men 
of genius .. Galton ' s findings , a ·· though faulty in some respects, 
were of great and lasting signifi cance . His inauguration of 
the use of statistical method in the study of human traits was 
epoch-making . His final defini tion of the status of the problem, 
13 
as he left it at the conclusion of his first study, became the 
starting point for discussion and research which still continue e 
In the preface of his book on HEREDITARY GENIUS 
Galton says , "I made a cursory examination into the kindred of 
about four hundred illustrious men of all periods of history, 
and the results were such, in my opinion, as completely to 
establish the theory that genius was hereditary , under limita-
tions that required to be investigated • **·!}~~The theory of 
hereditary genius though usually scouted , has been advocated 
by a few writers in past as well as in modern times . But I may 
claim to be the first. to treat the subject in a statistical 
manner , to arrive at numerical results , and to introc1uce the 
law of devi~_tion £rom an average into discussion on heredity. 11 
With the authority of such scientif':tcally obtained data as a 
background for his conclusions it is interesting and significant 
t o note what Galton says in his chapter dealing exiusively w th 
the relationships of fifty- two literary persons , grouped into 
thirty- three families .. 11The general result of my inquiries 
is such as to convinct9 me that more than one- half of the great 
literary men have had kmsmen of' high ability." In the appendix 
to his chapter on THE POETS , Galton continues ,"! have examined 
into the relationsltips of the .following .fii'ty- six poets • **.>,HHH:-
I find that the twenty poets whose names are printed in italics 
have had eminent kinsfolk, and that some o£ the remainder 
afi'ord minor proofs of' hereditary ability . ~~·:f--~We ma.y fairly 
conclude that at leas·t forty per cent of the poets have had 
eminently gifted relations . 11 
14 . 
As a result o~ his attempt , begun about 1865, to 
take nothing ~or granted but to collect and study data concern-
ing genius , Galton thus reached the conclusion that men of 
genius have a far greater number of eminent relatives than 
could possibly be ac}counted for on the grounds of' chance . He 
believed this proof t:;hat genius is inherited . He realized , 
however , that his data was ambiguous , for it might be proved 
that men of genius wer e the result of e nvironment rather than 
of heredi t~r . He the1•efore tried to gai n light from other 
sources . He discove1•ed that adopted children of men of genius 
were by no means equal to the real sons of men of genius although 
he did not entirely discredit the theory of environment and 
training . He deduced also , that genius follows the same laws 
of' frequency that weight or height do and he concluded in 
addition that the possible number of great men in a given 
population is strictly limited and can be foretold from century 
to century. 
The s c ientific importance of such conclusions cannot 
be overestimated since they serve as the basi s for our modern 
study. They cannot be discussed , however , in detail in a thesis 
of this nature but can only be mentioned as theories of genius . 
The findings of other scientific investigators have also an 
important bearing upon our sub ject . Cattell chose for his 
field of study a thousand men of genius in the field of science . 
He discovered that the fathers of these men of geni us were 
largely professional men and that the laborer ' s child seldom 
became a person of distinction . 
15. 
Recent information compiled regarding the origin of 
persons listed in WH0 1S vVHO IN All'fEmiCA for the years 1922-1923 
1 . 
and summarized by Dr. Hollingvvorth is as follows: "Eminent 
Americans of the present day· are very similar in derivation to 
the eminent of other times and places. Replies obtained from 
about four-fifths of those still living when requests for 
information were sent out show that~HHHH<-seventy per cent of the 
fathers belonged to the pl,ofess ional or business cla sses • .;HHH:·The 
fathers were unsltilled laborers in . 4 per cent of cases . " 
These conclusions seem to be supported by the direct 
testimony of some modern persons of literary genius . For example, 
2. 
Elizabeth Struu.,t Phelps says, 11 My father and mother were both 
literary people of a fine order. My own style is the result of 
downright hard work . " Thomas w. Higginson writes , 11 I came to 
literature by heredity. The printer ' s ink in my blood is really 
three hundred years old . " Hjalmar H. Boyesen thinks that , "The 
atmosphere in which I lived was anything but literary . M~r wr iting 
must have been an inherited impulse . " Edmund Clarence Stedman 
likewise emphasizes the part played by the circumstances of birth 
when he writes , "I inherited from my· mother {a natural poet and 
critic) a knack of writing . " 
Doctor Woods Hutchinson qualifies his support of this 
p«bint of view . In a magazine article entitled, WHY IS A GENIUS , 
3 . 
he writes , "The genius, the exceptional man is the creation of his 
race and of his time- in biological language , a ' sport' or 1mutant 1 • 
1. Gifted Children - pg . 10 
2 . Quoted by George Bainton - The Art of Authorship 
3 . Everybody ' s Magazine - Vol . 33 , pg . 486 
16 . 
~HHHH:·of the !mmortals at least nine-tenths s prang dh•ectl~r from 
the plain people . ~HHHH:-We can never by any process of training or 
forcing , develop into superior individua l s those who were not born 
superior . Education and br•ain never created one atom of ability: 
the y· simply assist or hinder in its development the ability· which 
is inborn . ~HHH:·The self-made man deserves no more credit for his 
success than a giPaffe for his neck . ~·-lHH:-The direct study· of the 
genius corl'Obora tes and ~!Upports the presumption that he is a product 
neither of his own industry , ambition and perserverance , nor of 
his environment , -but of the inborn and inherent characters which 
have been transmitted to him from his ancestors. In geniuses of 
the second magnitude a large percentage come from parents who had 
already distinguished themselves somewhat above the average . ·~·-lHH·ViJhen 
we come to able men of the third and fourth grades , the inheritance 
of moderately superior strains of ability is still more distinct . " 
In his essay on THE REG JJ?E FOR GENIUS Grant Allen also 
succeeds in strengthening the claims of hepedity although he says, 
"Genius, as we act"Lw.lly k now it, is by no means hereditary . The 
great man is not necessarily the son of a gr>ea t man or the father 
of a great man: Often enough he stands quite isolated , a solitary 
golden link in a chain of baser metal on either side of him . ~H:-~-~·It 
is no explanation of the existence of ~nius to say that it is 
hereditary. You only put the difficulty one place back . " Then 
Mr . Allen tries to produce a recipe for genius by supposing two 
races of htmting savages :tn the lowest and most undifferentiated 
stages , one liv:tng in the interior of the country , the other on the 
sea-board . By showing that the development of each race differs 
from the other, due to the difference in its geographical location, 
17 . 
he believes that the dl i fference of group and individual diversity 
of character is accounted for . Then he turns for analogy to 0~~ 
complex and heterogen ous world vdth its immense variety of separate 
castes to p1~ove that through the intermarriage of the individual 
of one group , with his special characteristics , and the individual 
of another group with other and different charac teristics , the 
best opportunities are offered for that "rare product or highest 
humanity , the genuine genius • 11 Mr . Allen does not quite prove 
his thesis , but his suggestions are thoughtful and stimulating 
a nd his recipe for geniu:s proves genius to be hereditary in the 
larger if not in the immediate sense of the word . He suspects 
that so few people attain eminence because only so ver y few extreme-
ly fortunate combinations can occur in the great , blind , biologic 
shuffle of human reproduction, and this seems to be the exac t 
theory held by Galton . 
By no means all of the authorities who support the theory 
that genius is determined by inheritance have been quoted but 
enough have been cited to prove that such authorities , although 
they differ from each other in some particulars , a r e in accord 
upon the following facts . The fathers or mothe rs of an over-
whelming number of geniuses have been men 01' women fa r above the 
average in social , ec onomic , a nd educat ional advantages . Very 
few children whose J father::~ were manual laborers ., 9. nd almost none 
whose parents were ignorant , have attained any degree of eminence . 
Another conclus:Lon reached by most of these a u thol" i ties 
is that genius "runs in families" j ust as idiocy and insanity 
do . Three famous family histories a re we 11- h."'llown , the Jonathan 
Edwards , the Jukes , and . the Ka1likaks. For our purpose it is 
18. 
necessary to cite only the family of genius here. Jonathan Edwa:r-ds, 
a famous ministe:r- and P:r-esident of P:r-inceton was the descendant o:r-
ancesto:r- of 1394 pe:r-sons . His family histo:r-y has been traced by 
Winship and Davenpo:r-t and :r-eported by Holli~vo:r-th. Among the 
1. 
1394 individuals the:r-e "vtere 285 college g:r-adua tea , 100 cle:r-gymen, 
100 lawyers 1 80 public office:r-s, 75 officers of army and navy, 
65 college professo:r-s, 60 physicians , 60 prominent authors, 30 judges, 
13 college presidents , 3 United States senators , and 1 vice president 
of the United States. No criminal or defective persons were found 
in the kinship ." 
Such a history(and there are many others, one of the most 
p:r-ominent being that of the family of Francis Gal ton, compiled by 
Pearson) p:r-oves that thei•e is positive correlation betv1een parents 
and offspring in mental i;rai ts as in physical characteristics. 
The child "takes after" his pa:r-ents in ina te abili t~r as he does in 
physical appearance . Unfortunately, the tabulation of mental t es ts 
to prove the mental similarity of parent and child has been but 
recently begun. 
B. ENVIRONMENT 
This brings us to a discussion of the second factor in 
the determination of genius, namely , envi:r-onment . So much has been 
said and written about the associations surrounding m9n of genius 
during their childhood that it is difficult to clear away the 
fancy· f:r-om the fact so that anything like accurate scientific data 
1 . Gifted Children - pg . 170 
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may be left . Sentiment and :forgetfulness are largely responsible 
:for entertaining stories concerning the ability of children so 
that biographies of eminent men are not to be relied upon . Then 
too ~ not all eminent men have been geniuses and not all geniuses 
have attained eminence, :3o that even rep orted data about real 
geniuses may be lacking . But above all these dif.ficulties is it 
di:f.ficult to determine whether the child or genius is the result 
of his environment or whether his superior envirornnent is the result 
of the superior ability of his parents . Be that as it may it has 
been proved that nearly all of' the men of literary genius have been 
men who were born in comfOl"table homes ~ who obtained a good educa-
tion and whose parents were not living a hand- to-mouth existence . 
But which was the cause and which the effect can not be determined 
until we have more accurate records of the development of genius 
in childhood , if we are able to recognize it even then . There are 
but two such studies now~ one by Galton and the other by Woods 
a nd in both of these ancestry proved a determining factor . 
We may agree , however , that what a man actually does 
accomplish is dete~nined by his environment even though his ability 
to accomplish it may be determined by his heredity. Cattell sums 
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up the matter in this way, u It is e v ident that there are two lead-
ing factors in producing u. man and making him wha t he i s , one the 
endowment given him at biJ:>th~ the other the environment into which 
he comes . The main lines are certainly laid down by heredity. ·~HHH~It 
appears that life develops not on account of ~ but in spite of 
surroundings . -JHHH:·Still thEl environment c ounts for much . If the seed 
of the white pine is. dropped among the New England rocks it will 
1 . A Statistical Study of Eminent Men - Popular Science Monthly 
Feb . 1903 - pg . 362 
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grow into a small bush: if planted in the rich soil o? the south 
it will be a great tree." In another place he emphasizes the 
1. 
matter even more emphatically by saying , 11 It is evident that what 
a man can do depends on his congenital equipment. How far what 
he does do depends on his environment, and how far on his congenital 
equipment depends on that of his parents and on his family line 
of descent , we do not know . ?H}~·*A boy from the professional classes 
in New England has a million chances to become a scientif ic leader , 
as compared with one cha:nce for a negro girl from the cotton fields. 
These great differences may properly be attributed in part to 
natural capacity and in part to cpportunity. When it is asked how 
fa r the result is due to each of these factors, the question is 
in a sense ampiguous. It is lik e asking whether the extension of 
a spii•al spring is due to the spring or to the force applied." 
T. Sharper Knovrlson agrees with Cattell that environment 
does play an important part in the development of genius for .he 
says, nHowever individual we are , vve can do little until we come 
in contact with the surroundings that are needed for the creation 
of new ideas. We are not referl ... ing to the advantages of a change 
f rom society to solitude or from solitude to society, but to the 
more permanent associations. They often make or mar us , because 
they give us the atmosphere we are compelled to breathe . Some 
people seem to depress us-lHH:-~·some places, some streets, some houses 
a r e impossible: when there we can do nothing. Other situations 
a r e quite the reverse •**"'~All excellence is made up of self plus 
surroundi.ngs . Do we not read that Jesus Christ went to a place 
where He could not perform any of His Mighty works because of the 
1 . quot ed by Hollingworth in Gifted Children - pg . 13 . 
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people's unbelief? Even the greatest genius finds a limit : 
Superlative povTer cannot be exe r cised if the environment is wrong 
or un:t."eady . ~HHH:-The aud.ience is , in part , a creator of the works : 
minus its sympathy and J:>esponse , even genius is half impotent : 
it cannot blossom in a frosty atmosphere . ·~-lHHl-If genius is dependent 
upon its audience , so is talent , and so i s average ability • .;HHH~­
Some day O'lll" intellectmll economy may find a way of avoiding 
waste i n ability by providing suitable surroUndings for its nurture 
and growth. Meanwhile every man will have to discover his own 
right environment . No one can tell him exactly hoVI : he must 
fo l low his own instinct8 and the guidance of intellectual friends . 
His great enemy will be the Society for Repressing Ambition -
b ranches everY'I"Ihere . If' he can overcome its machin.a. tions he may 
hope , after numerous m~takes , to f i nd himself in true correspon-
dence with those people and those conditions that favour self-
e xpression. u The bearing that this theory has upon the special 
problem of the vilriter ifl my excuse for quoting it at such length, 
_a lthough it is important also , for the contribution it makes to 
the f ield of the origin of a l l genius . 
Even Galton , the e xpone nt of the theory of heredity 
recognized the importanc:e of environment as a determin ing f avtor 
in genius for he said , "A very gifted man wi ll almost always rise , 
as I believe , to eminence: but i f he is handicapped with the 
we i ght of a wife and children in the race of life , he cannot be 
expected to keep as much to the front as if he were single . He 
cannot p'l.ll"sue his favori.te subject of study with the same absorb-
ing passion as if he had no pressing calls on his attention , no 
domestic sorrows , anxieties and pe tty cares , no yearly child , no 
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periodical infantine epidemics~ no constant professional toil 
for the ma intenance of a large family . " 
Cesare LombroBo also, after a series of clinical 
researches which he car:r•ied on foP six consecutive years , came 
to the conclusion tha. t environment~ meterological influences 
in particular , played a large part in influencing the development 
of genius . He believed that the men·t;al condition of genius is 
constantly modified by barometrical and thermometrics.l influences 
and that geniuses suffer• so greatly from these causes tha. t they 
often complain and struggle against these malignant influences 
which impede the free flight of their thought. 
In this connec.tion it is interesting to note Taine 's 
theory as applied to the development of literature . He believed 
that the gloomy, pessim:l.stic literatux•e of the northern races 
was the direct outcome of their dark, forboding , pessimistic, 
and frozen country : whtle the songs of sunny Italy were as truly 
the result of her glowing sky and soft and cheerful weather . 
The brilliancy of Taine's style and the simplicity of his system 
have made his theory well-known and have emphasized the importance 
of' environmental influences ·in developing literature . 
That there is a close relationship between genius 
and environment is borne out in the so-called Log- Cabin theory· . 
Those who are interested in this hypothesis believe that humble 
surroundings and straitemed circuns tances tend to strengbhe n 
the mental and moral fiber of the individual and to promote 
literary work of out-standing merit . As examples of 'SUCh stimulat-
ing influence they cite the case of Abraham Lincoln, Immanuel Kant , 
Cervantes , and Edmund Spenser , to say nothing of others who have 
attained eminence in sp:Lte of poverty and humble origin. 
Thomas Edieon is populaJ:>ly supposed to have been brought up in 
poverty, but actual facts prove that his childhood home v1as 
above the average in cotnf'ort while the money he earned selling 
papers was spent by him for chemicals he wanted to use fop his 
play. His father was a. well - to-do manufactu1 .. er and his mother 
was a specially t r ained teacher . 
Closely· allied. to this theOl"Y is Emerson ' s theory of 
the necessity of soli tude fo1.. the man of genius . In his essay 
on SOC D~TY AND SOLITUDE he says 1 " To the culture of the world an 
Archimedes , a Newton is ind :Lspensable : so she gua1•ds them by· a 
certain ariclity • .,HHH:·They·had that necessitJr of isolation which 
genius feels • .,:--l!-{:--r.-' Tis worse , and tragic , that no man is fit for 
-
society who has fine traits . ·lHHHPNe require sooh a solitude as shall 
hold us to its revelations when we are in the street and in 
palaces . ~HHHrSoli tude is impracticable 1 and societJr fa tal. ·we must 
keep our head in the one and our hands in the other . " 
A close examination of the data compiled by Cattell , 
Yoder , Te~nan, and Ellis is sufficient proof that solitude is not 
necessary fOl" the development of genius since a minority· of gifted 
men have been country· bopn . Present data points to a greater 
proportion of gifted children in cities and large towns . 
There is another t heory also , in which enviromnent plays 
the leading part . Genius rarely appears alone but usually in 
groups . Like the tallest pine tree in the forest which is 
surrounded by other pine trees of unusual height , genius seems 
to be stimule. ted by the development of other like forms . A 
note-worthy example of this tendency is found in the so-called 
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Elizabethian group composed of Shakespeare , :Marlov1e , Chapman , 
the two Herberts, Massinger , Isaac Walton , J onson , Spens er , 
Beaumont , and the rest . The a ncient constellation of great men 
who appeared in Greece in the time of Pericles is another note-
worthy example; Aeschy·lus , Sophocles , Euripdes , Pindar , Herodotus , 
Socrates , Plato , and Phidias . The T1ang dynasty in Chinese 
history also illustrates this theor y because of the many illus-
trious men which it gave to the WOl"ld in a single generation . 
Upon this point then , we must agree with the Edit01 .. of Harper ' s 
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when he says , "It is true that each instance of genius is indeliby 
associated with a distinct era of human progress whose c ond:ttions 
permit the genius to emerge in the form we know it by - as Homer 
in the Homeric Age and Shakespeare in the Elizabethian Era . -~~~--~~-~ 
Genius itself in 1 ts pr:lmi tive period , appears as the qu.a.li ty of 
a race rather than as that of an individual . " In another number 
of this same magazine the Editor declares that , "Literary· genius 
is diffused , not by its reversion to a race instinct , but concurrent-
ly with culture i tself: It is not a Vulcanic force lifting high 
individual peaks . Up to a certain point in the maturing of 
civilization, genius in the beginnings of eqch era intimately blends 
with progress , contributing to institutional development mighty 
currents of its own vitality and poetic fervOl• , holding humanity 
back to Nature . -lHHH~·If there are eras to come , distinguished by the 
striking featUl .. es of those which are past , they must belong to an 
entirely new order of b.uman development in the remote future . In 
the natural course of events another Dante is imposs:Lble . such 
greatness as belongs to the best contemporary writing is not the 
1 . Editor's Study- Harper's Magazine Vol . 115 page , 9~9 . 
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objective magnitude of a sepai•ate and tov1ering eminence. The 
distinction of such literature is in its genuiness, its newness, 
and its wonderful variety. Though ultimate in the stage of its 
evolution, it is not so in its instances, the variation of which 
will be limitlessly multiplied in the future, with ever new and 
innumerable surprises." 
VJhe ther. or not we be 1 ieve that humanity is thus held 
back to Nature we are convinced that the pal:t played by environment 
in the development of genius is very great . We may summarize 
our present knowledge of gifted men thus: genius rarely appears 
alone but usually in groups: the city rather than the countr•y 
probably produces more men of genius : what men of genius 
actually do accomplish is detel'•mined largely by their environ-
ment though what they e,re capable of accomplishing is probably 
deter~mined by heredity: and finally that men of genius have for 
the most pa1"t been brought up in homes far above the average in 
comfopt and lUAlll'Y• 
C,. SEX 
This brings us to a discussion of the third determining 
factor in the develop~:mt of genius , namely, sex . In ihis connec-
tion, sex means only the stun of the peculiarities of structure 
and function that distinguish a male from a female organism and 
haw nothing to do with the function of sex in reproduction as 
such. It re~ers to all of those characteristics by which, qtute 
irrespective of the essential sex organs, the male is distinguished 
from the female in everyday experience. In the light of this 
definition it is interesting to note that Lombroso believes that , 
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"In the history of genius women have but small place. Women o:f 
genius are rare exceptions in the world. It is an old observa-
tion that while thousands of women apply themselves to music 
for every hundred men, there has not been a single great woman 
composer. Yet the sexu~l difference here o:ffers no obstacle. 
out of six hundred women doctors in North America not one has 
made any discovery of :f.mportance: and with few exceptions the 
same may· be said of the: Russians. In physical science, it is 
true 1 Mary Somerville Etmerges: and in literature we have George 
Eliot, George Sand, Daniel Sterne, and Madame de Stael.~Y:·~H!-But 
of all these, none touoh the surnmi ts reached by Michelangelo, 
or Newton, or Balzac. Even J. S. Mill, who was very· partia 1 to 
the cause of women, confessed that they lacked originality. They 
are, above all, conservators. Even the few who emerge have, on 
near examination, something virile about them. As Goncourt said, 
'There are no women of genius: the women of g;enius are men.'" 
In considering such comment as this it is important 
to realize that all critics agree that very few women have 
achieved the place assigned usually to persons of @9nius . This 
fact is especially interesting when one realizes that girls have 
the same heredity and much the same environment as their brothers . 
Why then, do they not achieve eminence? Each writer on the sub-
ject has a different theory so that the real reason is hard to 
determine. Nevertheless, several interesting and plausible 
theories have been advanced. The first is that the opporttmi ties 
for development are gr·eater for boys than for girls, although 
since the World War woman has been finding a new freedom. The 
second is that the intellectual capacity of girls is not so great 
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as that of their brothers. The third is that girls are much 
more unstable emotionally than their brothers are, hence less 
able to carry a difficult piece of work to its conclusion. The 
fourth reason advanced is that the competitive instinct in girls 
is not so great as it must be if they would achieve eminence. 
Only four reasons of the many advanced by thinkers who have t~ied 
to solve this riddle hEtve been stated here, yet three of the 
four are based upon the difference in sex so it may be st~mised 
that genius is influenced by those peculiarities of structure 
which distinguish the male from the female in every day exper-
ience . This conclusion seems the less surprising when we realize 
that sex does determine ce1.,ta in other characteristics of the 
race . For instance, it is generally admitted t~t women adjust 
themselves more easily to new circumstances than men do: women 
respond more readily to new stimuli, more intuitively apprehend 
facts and do not so often reach extremes either of stupidity or 
of brilliance . 
Until very· r<ecent years thei•e has been no statistical 
proof 1 however , of the relative mental ability of girls a no. boy·s . 
Now mental tests prove that thei•e is no reliable difference 
between the ability of the boy and the ability of the girl . 
Therefore, since no direct proof or disproof of the theories 
of genius and its relation to sex has been possible it is quite 
possible that woman has not achieved eminence s:bnply because her 
home duties and cares and anxieties have always been her fil:·st 
business and that these distractions are r e sponsible for her lack 
of achievement rather than any lack of intellectual power . 
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I V. NATUF.E OF' GENIUS 
Granting now, that the three determining factors 
of genius may be heredity, environment , and sex we are brought 
face to face with the problem of the nature of genius or the 
inspiration which raisc:~s one far above the average of his fellows. 
Again we must remind ourselves that the word genius bas been used 
to express so many difi'erent states that it now has no exact 
psychological meaning . Others words , therefore , must be used 
to help us define our meaning . Superior intellectual power or 
unusual aptitude as defining words may help us define the term 
into whose nature we aJ:>e inquiring . Moreover , it is not of 
genius as a psychological principle , but of genius as an intellec-
tual phenomenon - nmnti~ested especially in the field of literature -
that I wish to speak. 
So viewed , the nature or inspiration of genius seems to 
be determined by its capacities , either native or acquired . Let 
us examine first the S()- called na.tive capacities, instinct , per-
ception, and attention .. By· means of the psychological tests 
already· mentioned for the study· of various mental processes it 
is possible to study these capacities through their products . 
At first it seems curious that intelligence and genius can be 
measured when the mind cannot be approached directly, but by 
stud.y·ing the products of the mind some fa irly accurate idea of its 
pov1er may be gained . Such performance tests , therefore , with 
concrete tnaterial affOJ:>d a means of evaluating the individual ' s 
ability in perception, in attention, etc . The data resulting 
f r om such tests must be studied and an inquiry into the meaning of 
the terms themselves tmtst be made before we can reach any very 
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definite conclusions e cmcerning the theories of genius as applied 
to the field of lettel' ::: . 
IN STINCT AND GENIUS 
Let us attempt some analysis of the capacity called 
instinct , first . vve are confronted with difficulty at the outset . 
What is instinct? Ac cording to more recent accounts of instinct 
it :ts "usually defined as the faculty of acting in such a way 
as to produce certain ends , without foresight of the ends , and 
without previous education in the performance . Instincts are 
functional correlatives of structure . With the presence of a 
certain organ goes , one may say , almost always a native aptiturle 
1 . 
for its use . " Eimer believes that instinct is "inherited faculty , 
especially inherited habit" . 1Nhi tman asserts that 11 the primary 
roots of instinct reach back to the constitutional properties of 
protoplasm. " While Folsom believes that , 11 Instinct , as distin-
guished from reason , attains adap ·tive ends vvithout prevision and 
without experience . -lHHH:-Instinctive actions belong to the reflex 
type - they consist of coordinated reflex acts . " Paley· t..hinks 
that , "An instinct is a propensity prior to experience and inde-
pendent of instruction. u 
On}.y a few of the many def'initions of instinct given by 
psychologists have been quoted here y·et enough to prove that the 
psychologists are not entirely agreed as to what constitutes 
instinct although they are agreed about its being native or in-
herited . Doctor Vvilliam Hirsch in his PSYCHOLOGY OF ClliNIUS says , 
"The work of genius is :not a voluntary labor , but the involuntary 
prod~~t of a psychical need . -lHH~~·It is solely a passion to give 
1 . Quoted by V~lm - The Theories Of Instinct - pg . 41 
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shape and form to the idea that exists in the fancy . The true 
poet does not versify because he would , but because he must." 
1 . 
Newman believes that , "It is the fire within the author's 
breast which overflows in the tor t>ent of his burning , irresistible 
eloquence : it is the poetry of his inner soul , which relieves 
itself in the Ode or the Elegy : and his mental attitude and 
bearing , the beauty of his moral countenance , the force and 
keenness of his logic , are imaged in the tenderness , or energy, 
or r•ichness of his language . " 
For this reason genius has often been called an inner 
and i nvoluntary power which approxitna te s literally to the 
instinct of an animal . Indeed , sometimes it has been desc1 .. ibed 
as the capacity for writing without effort . in LIFE AND rr s 
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ARTS , John Ruskin says , u All good work is essentially done that 
way - without hesitation, without difficulty, without boasting: and 
in the doers of the best , there is an inner and involuntary power 
which approximated literally to the instinct of an animal - nay, 
I am ce:Dtain that in the most perfect human artists , reason does 
not supersede instinct , but is added to an instinct as much more 
divine than that of the lower animals as the htunan body is more 
beautiful than theirs : that a great singer sings not with less 
instinct than the night:tngale , but with more - only more various , 
applicable , and governable . ~HHH:-But be that as it may , be the in-
stinct less or more than that of inferior animals , like or unlike :· 
theirs , still the human art is dependent on that first , and then 
1 . Long - studies in the Technique of Prose Style - pg . 33 
2 . Qp.ct ed in Types of Great Li.terature - pg . 498 
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upon an amount of practice, of science , and of imagination dis-
ciplined by thought, which the true possessor of it knows to be 
incommunicable, and the true critic or it :tnexplicable, except 
through long process of labol"ious years." 
1 . 
In GEND<~ UND ~~ALENT Jurgen-Meyer states that, "Talent 
knmva i tself: it knows how and why it has reached a · given theory: 
it is not so with genius, which is ignorant of the how and why . 
Nothing is so involtmta!"Y as the conception of genius." Hagen 
agrees vd th this the Ol"Y when he says, "One of the characters of 
genius is irresistible impulsion. As instinct compels the animal 
to accomplish certain acts at the risk of life, so genius, when it 
is dominated by an idea is incapable of abandoning itself to any 
other thought . Napoleon and Alexander conquered, not :from love of 
glory, but in obedience to an all-powerful instinct; so scien-
tific genius has no rest: its activity may appear to be the result 
of a voluntary effort, but it is not so. Genius creates, not be-
cause it wishes to, but because it must create." 
Genius as thus conceived lies so far beyond the range 
of ordinary men that it has come to have almost a superstitious 
meaning. supreme ability seems to be a Divine gift and the power 
to write a Divine art . Only those who have received such endowment 
are believed capable or producing fresh and original poems or 
stories or dramas. This is called the Gift-o:f-God hypothesis and 
is held by a surprisingly large number of people who view writers 
as men different from themselves by nature. In this connection the 
direct testimony of writers themselves is interesting, though it 
has little bearing upon the subject from the psychological point 
1. Q~oted in Lambros: .The Man of Genius - pg . 19. 
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of view . Let us note, therefore , some of this testimony . 
Margaret De land be 1 ieve s that , "God gives you the high 
and noble power of expre gsion." E . s . Martin maintains that, " Wr it-
ing comes from Him who r1ms the singing classes for the birds ." 
Aikinside puts his reaction to the matter into verse and says, 
1 . 
"From Heaven my strains begin, from Heaven descends 
The flame of genius to the hU!Ilan breast." 
Robert Burns believes that , 11 The gift is bestowed by Him •" Edwin 
Arnold declares that, "One must believe in all art to be an artist, 
and most of all in the Divine art of writing . " R. M. Ballantyne 
speaks even more emphatically and maintains that , "The power with 
which you credit me 1 -!HHH~I regard as a direct gift from God . " 
George Bernard Shaw calls God by another name and in a 
letter to H. R. Shipherd written July 1925 w~ites as follovrs : 
'!I cannot help students who are consciously and laboriously trying 
to do what NATURE has done for me . I am disposed to tell them 
tba·t; unless na t1.u•e has done nine-tenths of the work for them, 
they had better let it alone ." 
Hayden attributed his conception of Tlffi CREATION to a 
2 . 
mysterious grace f rom on high. "When my work does not advance , " 
said he , "I retire into the ora tory with my rosary and s ay an 
Ave : immediately ideas come to me . " Mrs. Dinah :M . Craik , author 
of JOHN HALD,AX, GENTLEMAN professes to believe that native power 
and temper ament, the outfit at birth, count for much, declaring that , 
11 I believe composition to be a gift , not an art,--impossible to 
teach though it may be improved by study." 
1 . Shipherd : The Fine Art of Writing 
2 ~ Quoted by Bainton in Art of Authorship_ 
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The testimony of other writers bears out a little more 
closely the ideas of the psychologists , fo r they stress instinct 
as the s ource of their ability. For example , in the APOLOGIA 
Socrates maintained tlmt poets create , not by virtue of inven-
tive science , but , thanks to a very cer tain natural instinct , just 
as diviners predict , saying beautiful things , but not having 
consciousness , of what they say . "All the manifesta t ions of genius" , 
wrote Voltaire to Diderot , " are the effects of instinct . Corneille 
composed HOR...i CE as a bird composes its nest . " 
The opinions of other l i terary men and women as well as 
of psychologists could be given, but here is evidence enough to 
prove that the man of BC ience and the man of litera tm .. e are not 
s .o f ar apart in their views as to the source of inspiration. 
one calls the nature of' genius "the gift of God" , the other calls 
it "instinct" . One expresses it in terms of psychology, the ot her 
in terms of religion but doubtless both are trying to express in 
words the same concept~,--that inspiration c omes as the result of an 
inner power which apprc>xima tes the instinct of an animal . But 
ins t inctive activities are very complicated in the i r nature and 
involve many coordinated and interrelated paths , finally issuing 
in ptu"posive action. I t is not to be wondered at , therefore , 
that many give the name of i nstinct or gi .ft- of' - God to the whole 
process which results in inspiration. In fact , so little under-
stood i s instinct that it has become a catch word of popular 
psychology. Though no·t;hing is explained by the word we arehelped 
by the term tovTard a classif i cation of the f'acts of behaviour -
i n t his case the bebaviow:• of' the writ er . 
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Just here it is very necessary to remind ourselves 
that, although creative' writing seems to involve such elusive , 
fantastic materials and bewildering processes of mind and spirit 
that no one can hope to grasp and chart , much less control them , 
1 . 
still creation does not involve "unpatterned behavior nor blind, 
impulsive fashioning . If chaos lurks an~vhere in the whole 
performance , it lurks only in the primitive uprush of fee ling, 
disjointed imageries which precede , suggest , and inspire the work 
of art . 11 Here is the word of a psychologist and writer that 
the act of CPeating a E~tory or poem Ol"' play does involve a 
certain patterned behav·ior . Let us then look a little far ther 
into the mechanism a~1 note that a perception of analogies is 
another of the capaci t:I.es involved in the creation o:f a piece or 
litera t'l.l.r'e . 
PERCEPTION OF ANALOGD~S 
Since the raw material or the writer is human nature 
it is o:f greatest impOl"'tance that he perceive clearly that nat'l.l.r'e 
as it manifests itself in behavior , that he deal with it imagina-
tively , and that he p1~sent it in attractive form. But nature is 
so contradictory and so difficult to know that it is almost im-
possible to bring its d.i:fferent characteristics into any harmony 
unless one perceives the similarity in its relations . This 
capacity for perceiving analogies or relationships be~fleen things 
Ol"' characteristics otherwise different is the second quality 
found in the literary genius . This trait it is which enables him 
to take the discordant elements of human character and combine 
them into a masterpiece, . And it is this native capacity for 
1 . Walter B. Pitkin - The Art t.1nd the Business of story Writing 
.. 
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perceiving analogies which James describes when he says, 
"Some people are far moi•e sensitive to resemblances and far 
more ready to point out wherein they consist , than others are & 
They are the wits , the poets , -!~·~*the practical geniuses. A 
nativ~ talent for perceiving analogies is reckoned by Professor 
Bain, and by others before and after him, as the leading fact in 
genius of every ordel:' . ~Ht·*Genius , in truth means little more 
than the faculty of perceiving in an unhabitual way . ~~*-lfThere 
is an everlasting struggle in every mind between the tendency 
to keep unchanged and the tendency to renovate , its ideas 
Our education is a ceaseless compromise between the conservative 
and the progressive factors w Every new e xperience must be 
disposed of under ~e new head . The great point is to find 
some head which has to be least altered to take it in . - --
Hardly any of us can make new heads easily when fresh experiences 
come .--- Objects which vi olate our established habits of 
' apperception 1 are simply not talcen account of at all: - - -
Genius , then is identical with the possession of similar 
association to an extreme degree w Professor Bain says , "This 
I count the leading fact of genius . I consider it quite 
impossible to afford any explanation of originality except on 
the supposition of unusual energy on this point . Alike in the 
arts , in literature , in practical affairs , and in science , 
association by similarity is t he prime condition of success. 
But as, ac c ordi ng to our view , there are two stages in reasoned 
thought, one where s i milarity merely operates to call up cognate 
thoughts and another farther stage , where the bond of identity 
between the cognate thoughts i s noted : so minds of genius may 
36 . 
be divided into two main sorts , those who notice the bond 
and those who mere l y obey it .. The first are the abstract 
reasoners , properly so-called , the men of science , and 
philosophers -- -the analysts , in a word: the latter are the 
poets , the critics -- ·~ the artists , in a word , the men of' 
intuitions --- At first sight i t might s eem that the analytic 
mind represented si~ply a higher int e l lectual stage , and that the 
intuitive mind represented an arrested stage of intellectual 
development • 11 
~hat Professor James means no doubt is that there 
is a difference in the working of the analogy of one mind 
compared with that of another mind . Both the poet and the 
man of science note the analogy and obey it but the poet does 
not have to seek for t he abstract statement of the analogy and 
the man of science does . 
Knovtlson in summarizing his exposition of the 
influence of analogy upon the de velopment of originality writes 
1 . 
as folloVIs : "The fact is , analogy is a necessary mode of all 
our thinking, and genius is often another name for t he power 
to see si.nilarities in phenomena , natural or mental , that have 
hitherto been undetected ." Mr . Havelock Ellis has brought 
2 . 
this out clearly in his I MPRESSIONS AND COliiMENTS. "It was a 
f'ine and deep saying of Aristotle ," he says , 11 tha.t the greatest 
thing by far is to be master of metaphor . This is the mark of 
genius , for said he , it implies an intuitive per ception of 
1 . Knowlson: ORIGINA:LrrY, pg . 110 
2. Ellis: IMPRESSIONS AND COMMENTS , Pg . 81- 82 
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similarity in dissimilars . All the great thinkers have been 
masters of metaphor because all vivid thinking must be in 
images and the philosopher whose metaphors are blurred and 
diluted is one whose thinking is blurred and diluted . Thus 
it comes about that the thinkers who survive are the thinkers 
who wrote well and are most nearly poets . All great thinkers 
are great masters of metaphor because all thinking of any kind 
1 . 
must be by analogy . '- --The quickness with Which analogies are 
perceived , recorded , and used , is certa inly some guide to mental 
ability . But the pePception need not be speedy in order to 
pos sess worth. ---Lil{e memory , or a turn for mathematics , the 
sense of ana logy is , more frequently than not , a gift : but 
this does not mean that a low range of pO\Iver cannot be developed 
into a higher. An eye fo r analogies can be trained li.ke a nose 
for news - maybe not up to the standard of an inborn gift , but 
up to the pitch of skill and quickness that at first seems 
improbable. 1 " 
George Henry Lewes in his PRINC I PlliS OF SUCCESS IN 
LI 'rERATURE also believes that literary men see with keener 
2 . 
vision than other men . 11The penetrating sympathy of genius 
will , even from a village , traverse the whole world . --
Vigorous and effective minds hab i tually deal with concrete 
images . This is notably the case with poets and great literates. 
Their vision is keener than that of other men . However rapid 
and remote their flight of thought , it is a succession of 
images , not of abstractions . The details which give significance 
1 ~ Knowlson : ORIGINALITY, Pg . 115 
2. Lewes: PHil~CIPLES OP SUCCESS I N LITERATURE , Pg . 55 
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a nd which by us are seen vaguely as through a vanishing mist , 
are by them seen i n sharp out line . The image which to us is 
a mere suggestion, ia to them almost as vivid as the object. - - -
IVIen can see little more than they have been taught to see: 
they can only think what they have been taught to think. For 
independent vision, and original conception, we must go to 
children and men of' genius a The spontaneity of' the one is the 
power of' the other. Ordinary men live among marvels and feel 
no wonder, grow familiar with objects and learn nothing new 
about them. Then comes an independent mind which ~' and it 
surprises us to find hov1 servile we have been.- ·· Genius is the 
independent seer who lends a precious seeing to the eye . 11 
In an interestins essay in THE FUNCTIONS OF RELATIONS 
IN THOUGHT , Cai•veth R.ead says that genius consists in an 
1 . 
unusual power of " thought by analogy " but adds that- 11 the 
sensitiveness to analogy-- - must (it seems to me) be supported 
by extraordinary power of' registering experiences ." 
If' any or all of the theories just quoted are true , 
the constructive principles by which the writer must be guided 
lie not in the field of rhetoric nor in the sphere of style 
but rather in the real~ of psychology and a knowledge of the 
world . Instinct, perhaps may be trusted : but perception may 
be developed . Moreover , when the writer realizes that no 
inspiration can come to an idiot and that the appropriate mental 
activity of the subjeet is as necessary as the existence of the 
object , he may be stimulated to develop his perceptions and to 
note similarities in l"'elations as _:well as in things . But 
perception and imagination cannot be separated in psychological 
1. British Journal o:r Psychology , Vol* IV 
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terms though various attempts have been made to define the 
mental image and to distinguish it from sensation and perception . 
In a later par t or this thesis , therefore , perception and 
Lnaginat1 on will be dealt with at greater length. 
ATTENTION 
t the moment it seems best to analyze the third 
of the nati ve capacities involved in the ereation of a piece 
of literature , namely , attention . This word ' attention ' has 
been a~plied not only in popular usage but in psychology as 
v;ell , in various ways . V/e have been asked in school 1to g ve 
at t:;ention 11 to a discussion or "to pay attention 11 to the matter 
at hand as though attention were a power or faculty of the mind . 
It has been said that we were very attentive when we were much 
interested or when our muscles were tense with fear or eagerness . 
Obviously these descriptions a1•e inadequate from the standpoint 
of the psychology of the writer , since it is now generally 
admitted that attention hinges upon the vividness of mental 
processes and not upon mental activity . It seems to be an 
aspect of the states of consciousness in which part of the 
field is recognized and part ignored . To use Titchener's 
words , we have in attention an object "attended to 11 and an 
object "attended from 11 • The act of attention is accompanied 
by two sets of bodily activities , alertness or tension and 
1 . 11 the mor·e special movements of training the sense organs upon 
the object of attention . 11 Now experimental psychology has 
proved that the range of attention is lirnited , that attention 
comes in a rhythmical form, and that the mos t concent:t'ated 
1. VI' l m: THEOHIES OF INSTINCT, Pg • . 156 
foros of attention are not always secured through freedom · 
from distraction . If the distraction cor.1es w .... th a re ulRr 
movement the attention soon overcomes or adapts i tself to 
it. Stenographers in noisy offi ces are at first too much 
anr_oyed to work but soon adjust th8rnselves so completely that 
they are no longer conscious that there is noise and confusim 
about them. 
Now the writer must have his own way of getting at 
the heart of his material human nature . To him, attention is 
therefore, of vi tal importance . The pui•pose of the wr•i ting 
is to present vivid , impressive pictures , and the writer is a 
11good 11 writer• in exac·:;ly the degree in which he gives accurate 
pictures of the person or ob ject to which or from which he bas 
attended . But let us now see v1hat the writers themselves say 
of attention. 
40 . 
Professor VJilliarn James in his PRINCIPLES OF 
1 . 
PSYCHOLOGY says , 11Genluses are commonly believed to excel other 
men in their power of sustained attention . In most of them, 
it is feared , the so-called ' power ' is of the passive sort. 
Their ideas coruscate , every s ubject bl,anches ilJfini te ly before 
their fertile minds, a.nd so -for hours they may be rapt . 
But it is their genius making them attentive , not their 
attention making geni ses of them .. And whe n ·we come down to 
the root of the matter , we see that they differ from ordinary 
men less in the character of their attention than in the nature 
of the objects upon which it is successively bestowed. In the 
genius these form a concatenated seJ,ies, suggesting each other 
1. James: PRINCIPlliS OF PSYCHOLOGY, Pg . 43 
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mutually by some rational law ~ Therefore we call the attention 
' sustained ' and the topic of mediation for hours ' the same '. 
In the common man the series is for the most part incoherent , 
the ob jects have no rational bond , and we call the attention 
wandering and unfixed ." 
1 . 
Helvetius maintains that, "Genius is nothing but a 
continued attention (une attention suivie) 11 while Chesterfield 
believes that , 11 the power of applying an attention , steady and 
undissipated , to a single ob ject , is the sure mark of a superior 
genius . 11 The quotation by Disraeli from Edgeworth ' s MEIVIOIFS 
2 8 
states that , 11 IVIany of the great differences of intellect which 
appear in men , depend mo1•e upon the early cultivating of the 
habit of attention than upon any disparity betv1een the powers 
of one individual and another .. " 
It is evident , therefol'e , that any s ummar· of the native 
capacities involved in literai'Y genius would include , accord ng 
to the authority of men of literature as well as of men of 
science , IHSTI NCT , PEHCEPTI ON , and ATTENTION .. It remains for 
us now to inquire into the nature of acqui red capacities wllich 
are really only nat ive capacities developed through hard work 8 
HARD WORK AND GENIUS 
It has been said that genius is but one - tenth 
inspiration, the othe:r• nine - tenths is perspirat i on . In other 
words , the explanation of unusual na tive ability does not lie 
in the field of inspii•ation but in the field of skill and hard 
work . 
1 . Quoted by Hamilton : Lectur·e XIV on METAPHYSICS 
2. ~liE r.'IOIRS II , Pg . 388 
In his HAHV RD LECTURES ON GREEK SUBJECTS 
Professor Butcher• speal{S of' the meaning of' the word tJ:•aining 
which seems to have had a different connotation among the 
Ancients than it has had for the last few centuries . He says, 
1. 
"the Greek poets themselves seem to have thought of' their own 
aptitude more as the result of' trained skill than of' abnormal 
inspiration . It is remarkable hoVi the word 60tia , 'wisdom ', 
' skill', is selected by them to denote the poetic gift where 
we should be disposed to speak of ge nius ." 
Discussing some reflections on mental attitudes and 
2. 
methods , T. Sharper Knowlson says , "That some men are born w _ th 
great gifts is undoubted , but , by thi s time , it is clear that 
those gifts are trained by experience , and that , in consequence, 
even the poet is made just as he himself i s the maker . This 
' --
effort to establish genius as something outside mental laws , 
and as a quality that descends from God ful ly wrought and 
ready for use , is a psychological superstition . So far from 
being lawless , ge nius is the law of mind in the very perfection 
of its fulfilment . Therefore t he question we ha1re now to answe1• 
is not : How may originality be taught '? but : What are the 
conditions of life , mental ancl physical , which will enable a 
man to produce the Ol"lginality that is in him , be it distinctive 
or otherVJise? " 
One has only to read Edgar Allan Poe's PHILOSOPHY 
OF COMPOSITION to understand what is meant by this theory . In 
it Poe declares that , 11 Most writers , poets in especial , prefer 
having it understood that they compose by a fine frenzy - an 
1 . Butcher : HARVARD I]:!;CTURES ON GREEK SUBJECTS , Pg . 129 
2 . Knowlson : ORI GINALITY, Pg . 269 
ecstatic intuitlon - and would positively shudder at letting 
the public take a peep behind the scenes at the elaborate and 
vacillating crudities of thought - at the true purposes seized 
only at the last moment - at the i;nnumerable glimpses of idea 
thai; arrived not at the maturity of full view - at the fully 
matured fancies discarded in despair as un~anageable. ---It is 
my design to render it manifest that no one point in its (The 
Raven ' s) composition is referable either to accident or 
intuition , --that the ·vvorlc proceeded , step by step , to its 
completion , with the precision and rig i d consequence of a 
mathematical problem." Poe then goes into elaborate detail 
to prove that genius is like a mathematical problem solved by 
skill and hard work ~ He analyzes THE RAVEN minutely to sho\V 
how he worked it out and created it . His first or initial 
consideration was that of effect and of extent , his next that 
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of impression, while the next was a consideration of the tone of 
the poem, followed by the nature of' its refrain. He then decided 
to use the word ' Nevermore ' and pondered how the word might be 
repeated again and again to the best advantage . Having settled 
upon a c limax , and an original verse form, the poem was complete -
ly solved for him as easily as a mathematical problem. One 
questions , however , the time element in regard to Poe ' s analysis 
of this poem. Was it possible that the analys is took place 
after rather than bef•:>re the building of the poem? 
F Marion Crawford agrees vd th Poe only in part for 
he says , if Bainton quote·s him correctly , "Hard work is no t the 
whole secret , but it :ts hal:f of it , at all events , and a half 
that lies in every man ' s power.-----There is , I be lieve , no 
44 ~ 
greater fallacy than trusting to i nspiration .. -- Ninety- nine 
hundr•edths of the best literary work is done by men who write to 
live , who know that they must write , whether the weather is fine 
or rainy, whether t ~ey like their breakfast or not , whether 
they are hot or col d'.', etc . 
Thomas Wentworth Higginson also seem8 indued with 
this theory, for he cites incidents to prove that Balzac used 
to compose with infin~Lte labor . In a lett~; to a young con-
tributor , he says in his ATLANTIC ESSAYS , "when Balzac had a new 
work in view, he first spent weeks in studying from real l:tfe 
for it , haunting the fJtreets of Paris by day and night , note-book 
in hand . His materials gained , he shut himself up till the 
book was written, perhaps tYlo months , absolutely excluding every-
body but his publishe1.. .. He emerged pale and thin, with the 
complete manuscript in his hand,--not only written, but almost 
rewritten , so thonoughly was the original copy altered , inter-
lined , and re a.rranged .• ----At last , by the fourth proof- sheet , the 
author was wearied out , though not contented. ' I work ten hours 
out of twenty- four ,' :~aid he , ' over the elaboration of my unhappy 
style , and I am never satisfied, myself , when all is do ' It . . 
It is interesting to note what Abbie Houston Evans , 
a young wri te1~ whose verse has appeared in THE GLEAM and other 
periodicals , has to say about this very matter of hard work . 
"I am convinced that if' we know too much about how we have written 
a poem we have reason to distrust it . Manufacture goes on in 
daylight , but there i:J always something dark in the process o:r 
creation .. t 
1 . Quoted by Shipherd - pg .. 240 
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1. 
There is a fine story o£ Tennyson's friend who 
praised a line of the poet ' s as the most spontaneous o£ all 
and got this answer : 11Hm! I smoked six pipes over that 1 ne " 
But more surprising even than this is the amount o£ hard work 
confessed to by Robert Louis Stevenson in a let tel'• written to 
George Iles , October 1887 ., "No one ever had such pains to learn 
a tr•ade as I had: but I slogged at it , day i n , day out , and I 
frankly believe (thanks to my dire necessity) I have done more 
with smaller gifts than almost any man· o£ letters in the world ". 
George Ade calls himself· a "craftsman'' . Charles S Brooks 
2 .. 
admits , 11 I learned th9.t only in long hours, in £ull and exacting 
days , may success be won. One must work when his brain is tired , 
and not sit idle for some exultant morning to drive his pen "*~·* 
Lesser writers must stumble on toward art through tired and 
patient hours , and plant and pull out weeds . " Ian Hay frankly 
declares that , "easy reading is only produced by hard writing , " 
and Charles Dickens speaks feelingly of 11 the patient hours devoted 
year after year to single lines ." Rider Haggard maintained that 
"Successful fiction is manufactured '', and Joseph Conrad in 
speaking of THE ROVER says , ''What an amount of labor it cost 
me ! I wrote the whole thing at least eleven times . " Sinclair 
Lewis tells of constant revision, " I revise enormously - f i ve or 
six times with great care ." Kathleen Norris says , "Frequently 
after beginning a story I find a better way to do it, and I 
have destroyed as much as sixty thousand words and then gone ba.clc 
and planned it afresh . " Moreover , the consensus of opi nion ob~ 
tained £rom the writers themselves proves that in many cases 
I. Quoted by Shipherd - The Fine Art oi' Vriting - pg . 81 
2 . Quoted by Shi pher•d - The Fine Art of VIJ'r i ti ng - pg .. 204 
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they d_rectly or indirectly imitated a literary model . I n his 
book THE Fil\l"'E ART Qli' WR I TING , already quoted s everal times in 
this thesis , Mr . Sijipherd quotes the following authors and 
their opinions thus : "My imitative instinct was so strong that 
my own writ i ng always reflected the author whom I had been 
reading l ast 11 Hall Caine . 
11 ~ r we learn to wri te as we learn t o speak , chiefly 
through sympathy and unconscious imitation." Aubrey De Vere. 
2 .. 
11 I think the formal rules of rhetoric are of little 
value compared with the power of example and imitation, and I 
think almost all good writers lear•ned to write by copying 
somebody . 11 Henry Van Dyke . 
Robert Louis Stevenson goes into greater detail when 
3. 
he says , 11 1Vhenever I read a book or a passage that particularly 
pleased me , in which a thing was said or an effect rendered with 
propriety , in which there was either some conspicuous force or 
some happy distinction in the style , I must sit down at once 
and set myself' to ape that quality.. I was unsuccessful: but 
at least in these vain bouts , I got some practice in rhythm , 
in harmony , in construction and the co-ordination of parts. I 
have thus played the sedulous ape to Hazlitt , to Lamb , to 
1\Tordsworth , to Sir Thomas Browne , to Defoe , to Ha.wthnrne , to 
Montaigne , to Baudelaire and to Obermann . - - -That , like it or 
not , that is the way . It was so Keats learned , and there was 
never a finer temperament for literature than Keat ' s : it was so , 
if we could trace it out , that all men have learned ~ ---Perhaps I 
1. Shipherd 1 s FINE ART OF WRITING , Pg . 223 
2 .. Shipherd 1s FINE ART OF WRITING , Pg . 301 
3. Shipher(l 's FI NE .LI.RT OF VIRI?ING , Pg . 284 
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hear some one cry out : but this is not the way to be original ! 
tis not : nor i s there any way but to be . born so . -- -There can 
be none more original than Iv1ontaigne , neither could any be more 
unlike Cicero : yet no craftsman can fail to see how much the one 
must have tried in his time to imitate the other . Burns is the 
very type of a prime force in letters : he was of all men the 
most imitative ~ " 
Sarah Orne Jewett says of this method of imitation, 
1 . 
11 I remer.tbe r th:!.nking that if I could write j ust as Miss Thackeray 
d d in her charming stories I should be perfectly happy . I 
tried to model some o:f my own early work on her plan . " ..rilliam 
2 . 
Dean Howells seems to agree wi th Miss Jewe tt for he says , "I began 
to compose by imitatin€;; other authors .. I admired , and I worked 
hard to get a smooth, rich , classic style ." Benjamin Franklin 
.. 
also appreciates the 'rJa.lue of imitation for in speaking o.f an odd 
3 .. 
volume of the SPECTA.TOR he says , "I had never before seen any 
of them. I bought it , read it over and over , and was much 
de lighted wi t~1 it . I thought the writing excellent , and wished , 
if possible , to imitate it With this viev: I took some of the 
papers, and , maki~g short hints of the sentiment in each sentence , 
laid them by for a few days , and then, without looking at the 
book , try 1d to com.plnte the papers again . - ~-Then I compared m 
Spectator i\11 th the or:tginal , disc overed some of my faults, and 
corrected them. " 
1 . Shipherd ' s THE FI:lli ART OF WRITING, Pg . 244 
2 . Shipherd 's THE FINE ART OF V'JRITING , Pg. 243 
3 .. Shipherd ' s THE FPlli ART OF WRITING , Pg . 228 
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1 .. 
"For myself when I was fourteen or fifteen, I 
mi t .9. tAd Addis on ," says Newman, 11when I was seventeen, I wrote 
in the style of JohnsJn: about t:':le same time I f e ll in w_th 
the twelfth volume of Gibbon, and my ears rang with the cadence 
of his sentences , and I dreamed of it .for a night or two . Then 
I began to make an analysis of Thucydides in Gi bbon's style . In 
like manner , most Oxford undergraduates , forty years ago , when 
they would write poet:ray , adopted the versification of' Pope Darwin, 
and the Pleasures of Hope , which had been made popular by Heber 
and Milman . The lite:~ary schools , indeed , which I am speaking 
of , as resultins from the attractions of some original, or at 
least novel artist , consist for the most part of mannerists , 
none of whom rise much above mediocrity: but they are not the 
less servi ceable as channels , by means of which the achievements 
of genius rnay be incoJ::-porated into the language itself , or 
become the cocllllon property of the nation e Henceforth, the most 
ordina y composer , the very student in the lecture - room, is able 
to write with a preciaion, a grace , or a copiousness , as the case 
may be , ,~nknown before the date of the authors whom he im1 tates . 11 
The purpose of the illnstrations just quoted of w:t•iters 
11ho follow example be"':;ter than theory , just as a little girl can 
know rno:Pe about baking a cake from having seen mother do it than 
she can .from studying a. cookbook , is to p:t•ove that many writers 
have to learn an appropriate technique a I nspiration does not 
provide a writer vlith technique and it is his problem to find 
the best way of expressing his thought without losing his 
inspiratlon . For thiB reason some writers have been glad to 
1. Newman (34) , University Sub jects , III , 2 . quoted by 
Percy Long in STt:miES IN THE TECHNIQ.UJ::; OF PHOSE STYLE. 
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serve a literary apprenticeship with writers of greater experience -
Virgil, Milton , and Shakespeare are marvelous teachers and the more 
a young writer studies them the better will be his own style . 
By some people technique is believed to be some 
hard and fast rule imposed upon the material of which 
literature is made .. It is , however , as Bergson says , " mental 
equipment that frees the spirit to achieve its purposes with the 
utmost naturalness and spontaneity ." The technique is made 
possible by mechanisms which are present not only in the vital 
processes of life but in the written mast8rniece as we ll. 
1 . 
"All life as well as art ," says Doctor Dewey of 
Columbia , "involves a mechanism." But mechanization s not 
all there is to habit since intense perception, experimentation, 
and mita.tion also enter into the formation of the first 
serviceable abilities of life , such as walking , dressing oneself' , 
etc .. "Mechanism is indispensable , 11 continues Pro feasor Dewey , 
"the art.~st is a masterful technician. ~H~The art , the habit , of 
the artist is acquired by p1•evious mechanical exercises of 
repetition in which skill apart from thought is the a m, until 
suddenly, magically , ·this soulless mechanism is taken poss ess ion 
of by sentiment arrl imagination and it becomes a flexible 
instrument of mind ~ The fact , the scientific fact , is that 
even in his exercises , his practice for skill, ail artist uses 
an art he already has.. He acquires greater skill because 
practice of skill is more important to him than practice for sk 11 . 
Otherwise natural endowment would count for nothing , and 
sufficiAnt mechanical exercise wouln make any one an expert in 
1 . Dewey : HUMAN NATUIG AND CONDUCT , Pg . 71 
any field . 11 · 
It is evident , therefore , on the authority of 
Dewey- - one of OUI' foremost psychologlsts -~that any attempt 
50 .. 
to acquire the technique of writing i s to be des red if the 
use of materials is to be learned as well as the use of tools . 
NO\I'r the tools of the writer are of course , the spelling, the 
rhetol~ic , the grammar , and the punctuation marks but the 
material of the writer is a knowledge of the human mind , of 
its action and interaction, and of places , events , etc . So 
imitation, which is a phase of the period of apprenticeship , 
would seem to be harmful chiefly because it turns the attention 
of th~ writer from hi:3 proper materia l to the use of his tools 
and thus postpones hi::~ hour of insight into human nature . 
INSPIRATION VS . I MITATION 
I n this connection the theory of inspiration as 
opposed to the theory of imitat i on should be examined . At t!le 
beginning of this thesis it was stated that the theories of 
literary genius go back to ancient times when men were involved 
in deep me taphysical d i scussions as to whether genius was servile 
imitation--Plato ' s theor•y of imitative naturalism--or merely 
rep1•esentation--Aristotle ' s theory of selective or idealized 
imitation .. Since thi~~ s peculative crit ic i sm may be traced 
through a series of conceptions which have a more or less 
i -nportant bearing upon the modern scientific investigation of 
the subject , it is now my purpose to exam_ne into the nature of 
these theories somewhat in detail . 
51 .. 
PLATO AND ARISTOTLE 
All art, said AristotlA , is imitation. Yet it is 
evident tru:1t he did not mean by t his the mere copying or 
mirroring of facts To him art was not a copy of a copy nor 
yet a copy of the original but a copy of the IDE , whose eternal 
and essential essence was revealed i n the form of the object * 
Literature , he remarked in his POETICS , "represents men as better 
than they are 11 and l.qter he adds , 11 1 t should preserve the t~rpe 
and yet enoble it ." In the light of such passages the word 
'imitation ' takes on an altogether different significance from 
that found in Plato . 
To Plato art was a copy of some object of the senses, 
thHrefore an exact reproduction of a copy . Had the proces s of 
photography been developed in his day , he might have believed 
a photograph the truest art . He failed to see that art is in 
its nature both universal and personal , or selective : and he 
failed to see as ristotle did that the artist sees more than 
the copy--that he sees it idealized and as the expression of 
an idea. To Plato art was the servant of both philosophy and 
morals and should , therefore , have been cont1•olled by the state . 
His theory of artistic genius is well summarized by F! T .. Stace 
when he writes as follows : 
1 . 
''The artist does not work by reason, but by inspiration . 
He does not , or he should not , create the beautiful by 
means of rules , or by tllf'l application of principles . 
It is only after the work of art is created that the 
critic discovers rules in it .. This does not mean that 
1. Stace : A CRITICAL HISTORY OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY, Pg . 231 
the discovery of rules is false , but that the artist 
follov1s them unconsciously and instinctively • 
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.;HH:-Far from considering inspiration something exalted, 
he thinks it , on the contrary , comparatively low and 
contemptible , just because it is not rational. Ho 
calls it 'divine madness ', divine , indeed , because 
the artist prod-ces beautiful things , but madness 
because he himself does not know why they are wise 
·and beautiful ." 
In the light of modern theories of art which are 
based upon the view that art is an end in itse lf and that the 
beautiful has absolute value , this theory of Plato is not quite 
satisfactory . Fortunately , the theory already referred to , 
propounded by Aristotle in his POETICS is more satisfying . 
His contribution :vas ill11rninatinr; and completed Plato as a 
necessary complement . In 11preserving the type and enabling it 11 , 
art idealized nature to Aristotle who believed that the artist 
was one v1ho saw not the particular object alone but the universal 
in the particulA-r . This imaginative embodi'OOnt of the ideal 
form of reality, this representation of living and eternal truth , 
this revelation of the universal was to him the ob ject of all 
art . But what does this theory mean to us and what does it 
imply? 
All art , and hence all great literature , is in its 
nature both universal and personal . The writer, cannot , for 
example , depict every t:nought or every action of his characters 
lest the writing be too intricate and co~Susing. He must select, 
and his art lies in determining which of the impressions is 
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essential and must be preserved . No two writers would ever make 
quite the same choice , of co1~se , yet each might be true to his 
subject . Each would give us something better• than the object 
itself , for each vould interpret it and make it mean more than 
it had befpre e The s:tgnificant would never be rejected , the 
unessential would never be retained. 
To express his own ideal must be the aim of the 
1 . 
writer .. "To believe your oVln thought , to believe that what is 
true for you in your private heart is true for all men, --that 
is genius ," said Emerson . 11 A man should learn to detect and 
watch that gleam of' light which flashes across his mind from 
within, more than the luster of the firmament of bards and sages ." 
Of the ideal of the writer in this sence , Amiel ' s thought is 
2 . 
true : "The ideal , after• all , is truer than the real: for the 
ideal is the eternal element in perishable things : it is their 
type , their sum, their RAISON D' ETRE, their formula in the book 
of the Creator , and therefore at once the most exact and the most 
condensed expression of them~" 
The danger for the writer in this selective process 
lies in being so narrowly selective that he gives us characters 
as the appear to him t)Ut as they appear to no one else. The 
writer must seek to discover the essential and universal and 
to state it in terms of the particular . He must not be mastered 
~y but m st be the master of his inspiration . Technique or a 
mastery of materials and of too~s is thus vitally necessary and 
in learning the use of tools L11i ta tion plays , according to the 
1. Emerson: ESS. Y ON SELF-RELIANCE 
2e Amdel 1s JOURNAL, Pg . 105 
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authors quoted , an important part .. 
But if we return for a moment to that statement by 
Emerson that , 11 a man should learn to detect and watch that 
gleam of light which .flashes across the mind from within," 
we are brought to another phase of the development of literary 
genius ~ This dominat:Lon of genius by the "light .from wi thin", -
the domination o.f the conscious by the unconsc i ous - has been 
remarlced for many centuries , and in modern parlance is called 
sub-conscious incubati.on . This incubation, or brooding in the 
field of consciousness that fal l s outs i de of the field of 
attention, is of the nature of other mental operations except 
that it is not present in consciousness . As such , it is but 
a~other method of developing the native capacity by means of 
hard work , except that in this case the work goes on below 
the threshold or margin of consciousness and suddenly flashes 
forth as an inspiration . 
The exact nature of this relationship of the conscious 
and the unconscious is difficult to understand . writer by long 
years of patient work may learn how to use his tools , the words , 
sen t e:nces , punctuation marks , etc a, necessar:r to express his 
thought . By study he may learn to know his material , - human 
nature . But for some reason he is still unable to express i n 
words what he feels . He ponders the matter , he considers it 
thoughtfully , it holds his attention, but it does not clear 
up in his mind . Then other interests take its place , the thought 
he is strugglinG for slips over the threshold of attention into 
the sub-conscious and aupa1·ently is forgotten . Sudde nly , then, 
sometime s after lons years of i ncubation or unconscious brooding , 
the thought comes again into the field of attention , this time a 
brilliant inspiration ~ 
T. Sharper Knowlson in discussing this subject 
1 .. 
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writes thus : 11 The speed w·th wh i ch an inspiration is evoked 
varies with the individual and with t he subject mat ter in which 
he is interested .. Usually a man of science is slov1 to discover 
the secrets of Na ture: the poet seldom has to wait so long -
inspiration to him is an experience so vivid that he can almost 
imagine he hears a voice dictating the lines one by one .. 
The mind frequently does good work without the slightest exert on . 
This can only be explained by the fo r tunate relationship which, 
n all peoole occasionally , and in ::nen of' genius more often and 
more fully , is estabLished between unconscious and consc i ous 
mental activity .. Such a relationship cannot be in its origin 
a matter of' education or discipline : it ~lst be an inheritance -
a gift of' the gods .. 11 
2 . 
11 Many men of genius who have studied themselves , and 
who have spoken of their inspiration , have descPibed it as a 
sweet and seductive fever , durin[:; which their thought has becon~e 
rapi ·.1) and involuntaJ:•ily fruitful , and has burst forth like the 
flame of a lighted torch . - = ~ ~This domination of ge ius by the 
unconscious has been remarked for many centuries ." 
In discussing the power of Shakespeare , Mr . Knowlson 
says , 11Shakespeare ' s brain was a human br ain , and so is that of' 
the most inefficient one-act playwright of the moment .. The 
bard did not possess Feeling , Thought , ~ill , and a fourth 
something which we call genius .. His mind worked according to 
1 . Knowlson: ORIGINALITY, Pg ~ 93 
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the r:1ental laws tbat ~overn a l l minds : the difference betv1een 
him and others lay in one thing : his was a .mind of almost 
infinite compass . The average man has consciousness : 
Shal-~espeare had it to the I)th degree , so vast was his range , 
so susceptible its feelings , and so profound its unity of 
conception .. ' 
One factor• in this pr·oc;ess must not be overlooked 
since it has signific~!we not only for the writer but for all 
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who arA doing original work I nsph•at.1 on never comes to one in 
any other subject than the one in which he is thinking . For 
exarrple , the artist gets his inspiration i n the field of art , 
the scientist ' s inspir•ation comes in regard to some problem in 
science , and the teacher ' s inspiration comes in solving some 
puz zle that has to do with the education of children . The \"lay 
to foster inspiration, therefore , seems to be to work hard 
mentally on the problem in which one wi shes to be inspired .. 
1 . 
"In all thinki ng , whether successful or unsuccessful , 
there is ," says Sturt , "an immense amount of subconscious activity 
going on : images , noetic schemes , acts of comparison , and 
exper· me nt incessantly proceeding in that busy subterranean 
2 ~ 
workshop . 11 11 'rhey appear when called upon , or when the laws of 
assoc ation so will it . Thus a man who i s working mentally 
at hieh pressure , ei the:p wri t1ng or speaking , is call i ng forth 
ideas from the subconscious stream: and as fast as they appear 
and do their work they fall back into the subconscious . I t is 
obvious , therefore , tha·~ excellence in wr i t i P..g -lHH~deperids on 
the stored material in the subconsc i ous s phere and how it has 
been dealt with : on t he e a se wi th which , like a flash , the 
1 . H .. Sturt : THE PRI NC H' IES OF UNDEHS TANDI NG , Pg . 152 
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transfer of an idea can be made from one sphere to the other: 
and last of all, on the subtle changes that may take place 
during the moment of transfer. The diamond pre - exists in other 
separated forms of matter before the cr1mible of tiature changes 
the .n into a newer and higher value . -lHl-*Some facts recalled fo1~ 
the first time in a group, and at the same moroont , sometimes 
fuse together into a new unity : and that way lies originality " 
Thus Yillowlson summarizes the matter as he tries to prove that 
the range of consciousness includes the work of the subconscious 
also . 
V. IMAGINATION 
Let us now turn our attention to the last step in 
the development of writers, the imagination. It is obviously 
necessary that a writer must have a care for the cultivating 
and e nlivening of this extraofdinary faculty which pictures, 
recreates , makes old sights glow again and old sounds r ng once 
more , and which can melt and merge former impressions into new 
and charni:ng images of beauty and of power e 
"L'imaginat:ton est la folle du logis ," says 
Mal ebranche but it is a scatterbrain which may be harnessed and 
trained to pull the load . It is the creative power of the soul 
which so changes and combines the acquisitions of the mind that 
new wholes are formed .. The writer deter·mines to tell a story 
of a girl's self-sacrifice and bravery in the face of great 
oppression and misfortune . The story in his mind is his ideal. 
Now with pencil and paper he toils until he sees in the pr nted 
book his ideal realized. His imagination has created the ideal 
which has been his working model~ 
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There are various de f initions of imagination which 
may throw light upon the faculty under d i scussion. As quoted 
by Baldwin in his ELEMENTARY PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATION they are 
as follows : 
"Bascom: Imaginat i on is the poVler of the mir..d to 
present to itself vividly new phenomenal forms . 
Sully : Imagination is the power to work 11p our 
experiences into new forms . Garvey : I magination 
i s the power to make new combinations .. Hopkins : 
Imaginati on is the capability of the mind to rearrange 
its acqulsi tions and cJ•eat e new wholes . Porter : 
Imaginati on is the power to recombine and construct 
anew rna terial s furn shed by experience .. \IVhi te : 
Imagination i s the power t o modify and recombine 
the products of memory . Dewey: Imagination is the 
capability to embody an idea in an image ." 
Ther•e are als o di fferent kinds of this same 
faculty : Creative , Assoc ative , I nterpretive , and Reproductive ~ 
It is my purpose to deal briefly with each in turn The Creat:tve 
I have already mentioned . I n this form the imagination takes 
parts of different things and combines them into new wholes .. 
The process is one of synthesis . Simple conceptions are made 
over into complex concept i ons , or principles are built up into 
1 . 
consequences . 11Two ma:tn forms of creat i ve imagination are 
ot•dinarily distinguished , 11 says Doctor Calkins , " the mechanical 
and the organic .. The mechanical i mage is a complex , not of 
totals , complete i n themselves , as i f a painter were to combine 
the hair of de l Sarto 1's Caritas , with the f'lesh of' Rubens ' s 
Magdalene and t he figure of Raphael ' s Madonna della Sedia . 
The organic image is SL complex , not of totals , complete in 
t~emselves , but of single elements or of fragmentary aspects 
of different ob jects , v;hich fuse into a new whole of organically 
related parts ." According to the definition of Ruskin , the 
1 Modern Painters , Vol . I I, Pt . III 
creative imagination 11Regarding such qualities only as it 
chooses for a particular purpose, --forges these qualities 
tog~ther in such groups and forms as it desires . " 
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The reproductive imagination attenpts to reproduce 
reality: the places we have seen, the music we have heard , etc . 
It is nov/ , however, an exact reproduction since only the more 
signif'icant elements are selected and only the most vivid 
de tails , heightened . Accor·ding to Miss Calkins , "the most 
important form of reproductive im.agination is memory , the 
accurately repeated experience a" Then she warns the writer 
against the popular misconception that the value of imagination 
lies in its inventiveness . On the contrary she says , "The truth 
is that not novelty, however highly prized, but vividness and 
fidelity , form the supreme test of imagination *~~*For the novel 
i mage , if' it is not also truthful , is mere distortion , and the 
reproduction, if distinct in outline , intense in color and 
accurate in characteriatic detail , is an image of far higher 
type. 11 
This distinction between reproductive and creative 
imagination is based upon the difference between the repeated and 
the new experience . And we contrast with these divisions the 
in terpretive form of i:nagination which draws spiritual significance 
from the reproduced or created image. The method used is that of 
inference and the mean:Lng read into the image is that which is 
the peculiar contribution of the writer. 
The final distinction lies in the idea of the succes sion 
of ideas of the image - eonsciousness . This is the association by 
analogy discussed already in this thesis under the heading of 
inspiration and the pe:t•ception by analogy , sponsered by James .. 
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This is the classification of mages according as they occur in 
total or in part i al assoc i ation, and as such need not be 
re ;Je a ted here e 
The rooaning of i magination in the life of a literary 
genius is almost fundamental , for , to quoted Doctor Calkins again, 
1 
"imagination i s more than the ' bliss of solitude ' and the light 
of monotony : its bright colors may overla.y the sordid discomforts 
of one ' s actual environment , and its mus i c may drovm the 
discordant cries of the present reality. By imagination , in 
truth , every man may c r eate a world of his own: and to w den 
and v vify his imagin2.tion is to widen and enrich this world 
of his inalienable possession ." 
Several methods of developing this power have been 
su gested . The education and development of the powers of 
perception is most important of all these methods since the 
gaining of clear and vivid i mages depe nds upon the possession 
of clear and vivid percepts . To shut oneself away from the 
11 maddin crowd" , to read the best books , and to look at the best 
pictures rnay help to lessen the countless d sti•acting impressions 
of our modern rather vulgar and trivial age , and may stimulate 
and nourish and enrich the life of the literary man or woman, by 
giving him time to let his imag nation function a 
VI INS 1NI 'I'Y AND GENIUS 
An adequate historical account of the theories of 
genius must include some mention of certain reports made by 
students who made errors in their estimates of data , but ~ho 
1. Calkins : INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY , Pg 209 
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have nevertheless, been much quoted . Lombroso and Nordau are 
the two outstanding examples of this group . Both start with 
theories and seek examples to illustrate the i r theo1•ies . This 
is a violation or the method of science ~ 
Lombroso believes that genius is a for m of insanity . 
Upon the doctrine of degeneration held b y Morel he grafts the 
concept of neuros i s peculiar to genius . He believes that 
genius is an epileptoid variety of degeneration and bases his 
opinion upon certain eharacteristics of men of genius . In the 
1 
PrefHce to his THE MAN OF GENIUS he says :, "It must be added that 
moral insani ty and epilepsy which are so often found in 
association with genius are among the forms of mental alienation 
wh ch are most difficult to verify, so that they are often 
denied , even during life , although quite evident to the 
alienist . - --There are also , no individual cases in nature : 
all particular cases are the express i on and effect of a law. 
And the fact that certain great men of genius have been insane , 
permits us to presume the existence of a lesser degree of 
psychosis in other men of genius ." Upon this foundation , then 
Lombroso builds his theory , emphasizing not only the epileptoid 
nature of gen · us but paying considerable attention to the analogy 
of sane to insane genlus and dwelling at length upon their want 
f character , pride , precosity , alcoholism, degeneracy , obsess ons 
as well as u pon their unperceived defects . As illustrations of 
geniuses whose defects have not been.so evident he cites 
Riche lieu , Sesostris , Foscolo , Michelangelo , and Darwin. 
l . Lombroso : MAN OF GENIUS , Pg .. 8 
Morselli , Venturi and others think that genius is 
not insanity but that it is a progressive or evolutionary 
variation of the human t ype . With them, however , Dr. William 
Hirsch does not entirely agree for he maintains in his THE 
SYCHO OGY OF GENIUS t'hat , "Genius resembles insanity as gold 
resembles brass. The similarity is merely in apoearance 
we go deeper into the f'acts we find the two states so widely 
disparate that we are not ,justified in saying that they are 
all ed , still less , with Moreau , that genius is a morbid 
condition . Genius and insanity a r e confounded by tl1ose who 
do not understand either . Goethe pronounces that a genius is 
in touch with his century only by virtue of' his defects - only 
in so far as he shares the weaknesses of his times.. The •ef'ore 
those who do not understand either confound them. With him 
I 
Jol in his PSYCHOLOGIE DU GENIE quite agrees for he says , 
"It is not even necessary to refute the theory of insanity in 
genius, for strength ts not weakness , health is not disease , 
arx:l for the rest the c:ases quoted in favor of these hypotheses 
are only particular cases 11 
Max Nordau , exponent of the theory that genius is 
not a form of insanity but of degeneration, sa s in a letter 
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to his teacher Pro essor Lombroso , to ~hom he dedicates his book 
DEGE~"ER TION, 11 There .::.s a vast and mportant domain into which 
neither you nor your disciples have hitherto borne the torch 
of y ur method - the domain of art and literature e Degenerates 
are not always criminal , prostitutes , anarchists , and prononnced 
lunatics : they are often authors and artists . These , however, 
manifest the same mental characteristics , and for the most part 
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the sa1oo somatic features , as the members of the abov6-mentioned 
anthropological family , v1ho satisf heir unhealthy impulses 
with the knif e of the assas sin or tl r~ bomb of the dynamiter , 
instead of with pen and pencil --~Jow I have undertal{en the 
wor1c of i westi ating t:ne tendencies of the fashions 1 art and 
litera.t'.lre : of proving that they have their source in the 
degenerac of their authors , and that the enthusiasm of their 
admirers is for manifest~-:~.tions of more or less pronounced _ 
moral insanity , irnbec lity , and dementia. .. " 
This project Nordau completes in a book of some 
five hundred - fifty pages in which he observes the var ous 
e ;nbod rnents which degeneration and hysteria have assul'Jled in 
the art and poetry of the ·vorld .. He sees the mental dis rder 
which affects modern society manifesting itself chiefly in 
the following forms : Mysticism, Ego - mania , and false Real sm . 
These indicate , Nordan believes , the ''brain in apable of nor11al 
working , thence feebleness of will , inattention, pr~edominance 
of emotion, lack of knowledge , absence of sympathy or interest 
i!'l t~1e world a.11.d humanity and atr~ophy of the notion of duty 
and morality u The final effect of tnis degeneration upon the 
field of 1 terature will be , according to Nordau , ''that after 
some centur es , art and poetry wil l have become pure atavisms , 
and will no longer be cultivated except by the most exceptional 
oort ion of h u 'Tlani ty - b r women , by the young , perhaps even b r 
'· 
children. " 
These theor•ies advanced by Lombroso , 'l'ordau , and 
others are stated herE) not because the;,r are helpful to the 
would be writer , but ch efly because they have constit,1 ted a 
phase of the history of the subject .. The question of the 
relationship of geniu~~ and insanity might be solved by :neans 
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of much dat::t gathered through long and patient investigation . 
If the numbe1~ of insane among several hundred men of genius and 
eminence was compared with the numb~r of insane among a 1 ke 
number of men of less than ordinary ability of the same age , 
some accurate solution of the problem might be reached . Needless 
to sa:r , such an investisation has never been made , nevertheless ., 
t~"!e surn:nary made by Lo~nbroso is stimulating .. He says in part, 
1. 
"Between the physiolos::r of the · man of genius and the pathology 
of the insane , there are many points of coincidence : there is 
even actual continu:i.ty.. This fact explains the frequent 
occurrence of ~dmen of genius , and men of genius who have 
become insane , having , it iR true , characteristics special to 
thernse lV(-}S , but capablfl of being resolved into exaggerations 
of those of genius pure and simple " - ~-In literature and science , 
a tendency to puns and plays upon words , an excessive fondness 
.for systerns , a. tendency to speak of one ' s . self , and substitute 
epigram for logic , an extreme predilection for the rhyth m and 
ass nances of verse in prose wr i ting , even an exaggerated degree of 
or· iginality may be considered as morb id phenomena * So also is the 
-nania of writing in Biblinal form , in detached verses , and lith 
special favourite words , which are underlined , or repeated many 
tirnes , and a certain graphic symbol i sm . ---The frequency of 
genius among lunatics and of madmen among men of genius , expla:i.ns 
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the fact that the destiny of nations has often been in the 
hands of the insane: and shows how the latter have been able 
to contri:>ute so rnuch to the progress of mankind. In short, 
by these analogies, and coinc idences between the phenomena 
of genius and mental aberration, it seems as· though nature 
had intended to teach us respect for the supreme misfortunes 
of insanity: and also to preserve us from being dazzled by 
the brilliancy of those men of genius who might well be compared, 
not to the planets which keep their appointed orbits , but to 
falling stars, lost and dispersed over the crust of the earth .. " 
In the light of Lombroso's discussion, it seems 
reasonable to suppose that there is a "frequenc-y of genius among 
madm~n and of madmen among men of enius 11 , but it is quite 
possrole that the reason for this frequency is not the one 
stated b ~ him. Perhaps the man of genius and the madman are 
especially sensitive souls more finely and deltcately wrought 
nervously than are nor:na1 men .. Because of this sensitiveness 
they are more easily d is tracted and upset.by the annoying round 
of commonplace duties and the irritations of their environment .. 
The insane man completely fails to adjust himse l f to his 
environment in one 01~ more particul:t.rs and breaks away from 
the usual consecut on of events . The man of genius has the 
same temperament as the madman but is usually successful in 
making the adjustments necessary . 
The very qualities of an individual's nervous and 
mental maJce -up that enable hLn to be a genius often make him 
rnore susceptible to menr.;al di:~ease . He may possess such a 
h_p.;hly organized nervous system and such sensitized mental 
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processes that he is able to see thin s the rest of us overlook, 
or to interpret, ap;8reciate , and feel things that most of us 
crash into or through without noticing. This rare ability may 
make him a genius and also make him less resistant to the 
mental stress and strain t:1at mq,y come '."lith the years . 
Those of us who are built of coarser fabric are able 
to carry almost any load of work and worry without a mental 
breakdown but by the same tol;:en we are not keen enough or 
sensitive enough to be able to hear the music of the spheres, 
to see in our mind ' s eye those li3hts and shadows which where 
transferred to canvass by a master ' s hand have become immortal, 
or to interpret the heart ' s greatest emotions and · then express 
them in words that shall live forever .. 
Moreover , the genius may develop one side of his 
nature at the expense cf other phases of his make-up. Instead 
of being a well -rounded individual he inay be one-3ided, eccentric, 
limited in his likes and dislikes and much given to self-worship 
and to oersonal gratification.. Such developr.1ent is much more 
fertile ground for the growth of mental disease than that in 
wh ch the whole nature is developed by breadth of vision and 
service to others. 
In discussing this phase of genius Lombroso argues 
1 .. 
with Nordau that , ''It :ls very true that nothing so much resembles 
a person attacked by madness as a man of genius when meditating 
and moulding his conceptions ccord ing to Reveille-Parise, 
the man of genius exhibits a sinall contracted pulse , pale , cold 
skin , a hot, feverish head, brilliant , wild , injectedeye s . 
1. Lombroso: MAN OF GENIUS , Pg . 22 
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. fter th~ moment of composition it often happens that the author 
himself no longer undE~rstands what he wr ote a short time before. " 
At this po:i.nt Lomb1•oso cites various incidents to 
prove that many men of genius try instinctively to augurnent 
momentarily the cerebral circulation at the expense of the 
general circulation in order that they may the better give 
themselves up to meditation and production .. But ft is 
significant that this period of great mental exaltation is 
follovled almost bmediately by a more pronounced period of 
depression . "When the moment of inspiration is over , _ the 
man of genius becomes an ordinary man ," writes Lombroso , 
11 if he does not descent lower : in the sane way personal 
inequality , or , according to modern terminology , double , or 
even contrary personality is one of the characters of genius ~ 
Our greatest poets , Isaac Disraeli remarked in CURIOSITISS OF 
LITERATTJRE , Shakespeare and Dryden, are those who ha,re produced 
the worst lines .. - --JOHN GILPIN, that masterpiece of humor , 
was wri tten by Cowper between two attacks of melancholia . 
Gaiety was in h m the Peaction from sadness It was singular , 
he remarked , that his rnost comic verses were written in his 
saddest moments , without which he woul d probably never have 
written them. " - --But the principle cause of the melancholy 
and misfortunes of the men of genius lies , according to Lombroso, 
1. 
in " the law of dynamism which rules in the nervous system. To 
an excessive expenditure and development of nervous force 
succeeds reaction or enfeeblement. I t is permitted to no one 
to expend more than a certain quantity of force without being 
1. Lorabroso: THE MAN OF GENIUS , Pg .. 30 
se,erely punished on the other side : that is why me n of genius 
. . " are so unequal in the:lr productions . , Grant Allen states this 
1 .. hypothesis in th~ following words : 11You can ' t improve the 
efficiency of ani~als in any one point to any high degree , 
without upsetting the general balance of their constitution--
--if we developed the i ntellect , we would probably stunt the 
physique of the moral nature . 11 
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This theory , advanced by Lombroso , Disraeli , and 
1llen is the so - called compensation theory of geni us . By these 
authorities it is maintained that defects in certain fields of 
mental activity are compensated f or by excellence in other 
fields . For instance , if a child is b lind , his sense of hearing 
seems to be unusually acute : if he is deaf , his development in 
the sensory field of sight seems to be very great , etc . On the 
other hand those antagonistic to this theory maintain that such 
instances of unusual development are evidences of the effect 
of intensive training only . 
This brings us to the last theory of genius which we 
will discuss in this thes s , na:nely , that genius is the result 
of the devel pment of the higher brain centers and as such has 
a physiological rather than a psychological basis . 
In discussing the physiological view of genius 
Dr . Paton in his HUM1N BEHAVIOR says that we have keen interest 
n all exhibitions of transcendant ability which are marked . 
,_~:e try to correlate the structure of the higher brain centers 
with such expressions of brain power but there is a very real 
1. Allen: FALLING IN LOVE , Pg . 10 
question in the minds of many as to whether one can find any 
clue to Shakespeare by studying the structure and function 
of the brain itself .. The conclusion reached by Dr . Paton is 
that, "A complete explanation should not be looked for in 
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the results of a restricted study of the brain and its functions: 
but in the comprehe nsive analysis of all the biologic reactions 
of the individual . Many of the special mechanisms determining 
the characteristic reactions and thought processes of a genius 
may be found in the organs lying outside of the nervous system. 
The attempts hitherto made to associate genius with abnormal 
mentality and insanity, or to interpret the phenomenon by 
reference to the hypothetical dominance of this or that 
particular function of' the brain represent very crude efforts 
to solve a great probleme 11 Dr . Paton goes on to shO\v that there 
is only a superficial correla ..... ion between literary genius and 
the structure of the braina He feels that many more facts are 
necessary to an intelligent interpretation of the actual rel~tion 
between brain structure and genius. He states that certain 
cortical areas of the brain do show special development and 
that the activity of these areas is important but he believes 
that we must study the emotional reactions of man as we ll as 
his mental mechanism if we would know the secret of his genius .. 
He concli.ldes by sayihg, "We are still a long way off from a true 
explanation of genius in the terms of physiology . - --vre have 
failed to understand genius as it is measured merely in terms 
of intellect, but intellect---cannot exist independently, since 
it rests upon an organization of the emotions expressed in 
sentiments and those in turn are based upon still lower planes 
of activity .. 11 
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CONCLUSIONS 
I n concluding any study of the the ories of 
gen us, no matter how brief and apparently superficial it 
may seem, one is impressed with certain important inferences, 
the most significant of which is that , in spite of theories 
advanced by writers since the days of Plato and Aristotle , the 
exact origin and natu1•e of genius is still unknow . Moreover , 
in view of the enormous complexity of mental processes and the 
youthfulness of psychology: in view of the fact that the truth 
about genius is gradually unfolding , factor by factor , theory 
by theory : and in view of the knowledge that in the sum total 
of all the theories the ultimate truth may be found : it is v~ell 
to realize that progress in determining the exact origin and 
nature of genius must be slow a The theor i es of Lombroso , Galt:on, 
Disraeli , Ostwald , Nol~dau , and others are alike factors of the 
truth and all contribu1;e something to he truth b,~t no one is 
in and of itself the whole truth . Therefore , the study and 
nvestigation of genius cannot be completed until all theories 
of its origin, backed up by scientific data , have been merged 
and focused into a sing·le organic whole which may then approximate 
th~ exact truth . 
The second conclnsion reached in the study and 
comparison o.f the theories of genius is that genius and talent 
are not different faculties but different degree s of the same 
faculty Genius is supreme native endowment Ol"' superlative 
excelle nce of thought o:r• action in one direction . Talent 
1 kewise , is native endowment but less highly developed than 
geniua , and less highly exalted in form . The study of genius 
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and talAnt is a scientific subject and belongs to the realm of 
modern scientific investigation ~ 
The third eonclusion deals with the determination 
of genius . It is bel~eved that genius ie determined by heredity , 
by environroont , and b;y sex , but that eminence is not a function · 
either of heredity or environment or sex alone . After examining 
carefully the 301 cases of genius compiled by Cox , the many 
other individual c ases compiled by Galton, Holl. ngworth , Ellis , 
and others, to discover , if possibl e , their source of power , 
it seems reasonable to believe that geniuses have had - first , 
a. heredit• above the average and , second , special advantages in 
sociel , educational , and economic sur1•oundings~ The fathers and 
mothers of an overwhelm·ng number of the geniuses examined were 
men nd women of unusual possibilities .. Vfhat a genius actually 
accompl shes seems to depend 1 rgely upon his environment , but 
what he is capable of H.ccompl.ishirJg seems to depend to a laree 
extent upon his heredity . 
The fourth conclusion deals with the nature of genius 
rather than with its or·igiYl . The genius inhArits ability but 
the psycholo3ical organization of his iYl~erited 0uality is 
pecul a.rly his own ~ The capacities of instinc .... , inspiration, 
and imagination may be developed by means of hard wo1•k so that 
tr thin talent if it sweats can run a race with genius ". Herein 
lies the spark of hope for the would - be writer .. By believing 
in his own thou ·ht , by developing his technique through imitation, 
and exercises , and by a study of the world and of the rdnd of man, 
the wr:.i.ter may hope to realize in no sms.ll degree his ambition . 
Heredity sets ver•y definite limits but , within these lim ts , 
hard work and persistence of effort and motive will carry one 
far on his wa to eminence . 
The constr·uctive principles by which a VTriter must 
be guided lie in the f i eld of psychology and in a knowledge 
of the world . The insp_r•ati. on whic:h he seeks somet_mes may 
be found at the end of the rainbow of toil and har•d v1ork It 
is well then , for the young writer to I•emember that , 
"The heights by great men r e ached and kept 
Were not attained by sudden flight , 
But they while the i r companions slept 
Were TOILING upward in the night ¥" 
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